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Child hit by auto -- little Velma Barfield.
four, is seen being comforted by her mo-
ther, Mrs. Dora Barfield of Ill S. Wel-
lington, after she was struck by a car
driven by Mrs. Helen R. Bright of 979
•
"The South's Independent Weekly"
Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You They
Appreckle Doing Nosiness With You. Patronize Them.
BY AUTO
Airy rd. Looking on are Velma's cousin,
Mary Nell Jones, left, and her sister, Will-
ey* Barfield. The young victim was carried





NEW ORLEANS, La. —
State and city police raided
offices of the Southern Con-
krence Education Fund (SC-
SF) and arrested two of its
top officers on Oct. 4. All
recordS of the organization
were seized.
Civil-rights leaders across
the nation immediately pro-
tested this action against SC-
LF, which is a Southwide
group working to end segrega-
tion and discrimination. The
protests were led by the Rev.
Fred L. Shuttlesworth, SCEF
president and leader of the
movement in Birmingham
Ala., and by the Student Non-
violent Coordinating Commit-
tee (SNCC), Atlanta, Ga.
Those arrested were Dr.
James A. Dombrowski, SCEF
executive director; Benjamin
E. Smith, treasurer of the
group, and Bruce Waltzer,
Smith's law partner. They
were later paroled by State
Judge J. Bernard Cox pend-
I filing of formal charges.Homes of all three men
were ransacked and boxes full
of personal papers and books
were seized. Smith and Walt-
zer's law offices were also
stripped of files having any-
thing to do with SCEF busi-
ness.
Dombrowski, Smit h, and
Waltzer were charged with
"operating a Communist con-
spiracy" in violation of a state
sedition law.
A spokesman for the Louis-
iana Joint Legislative Commit-
tee on Un-American Activities
said the raids and arrests fol-
lowed a year-long investigation
of SCEF by the committee.
Rev. Mr. Shuttlesworth said:
"We recognize this as part of
a three-state conspiracy in Ala-
bama, Mississippi, and Louis-
iana, our three most backward
states, to frustrate the drive for
freedom by civil-rights organi-
zations. We expect more of
these attacks on all civil-
rights groups and all persons
working for full freedom.
MARTIN LUTHER KING
"Evidence of the three-state
conspiracy includes the testi-
mony of Gov. George Wallace
of Alabama and Gov. Ross
Barnett of Mississippi before
Congress this summer, in which
they sought to label all civil-
rights organizations as sub-
versive a n d vilified their
leaders.
"More recent evidence is the
fact that an Alabama legisla-
tive committee on sobversion
(See SCEF, Page 2)




leader Joseph H. Jackson, re-
cently criticized for his stand
on civil rights, visited Nash-
ville this week and sounded
like anything but "an Uncle
Tom."
Dr. Jackson of Chicago was
elected to his 11th consecutive
term as president of the five-
million-member National Bap-
tist Convention, USA. Inc., last
month.
At that meeting in Cleve-
Ohio, local representa-
tives of CORE passed out
handbills opposing his election,
according to press reports. The
handbills said:
"THE MILITANT citizens for
human rights disagree with
Rev. Jackson when he states
that direct action instigates
trouble. Cleveland CORE pro-
tests against Rev. Jackson and
other so-called leader leaders
who follow Uncle Tom poli-
cies. . .," said handbills.
In Nashville, Dr. Jackson
was asked if he opposed stand-
ing, sit-ins, marches, o'r other
demonstrations.
Dr. Jackson said he support-
ed actions that did not violate
either the spirit of the Amer-
jean Constitution of the Judeo-
Christian conceptioh of life. He
said the above did not violate
either.
0
 "But these must not be-
ome ends in themselves," he
said. "We must move from
'protests to producton."'
He explained "as jobs and
schools are open to Negroes
they must be concerned about
performing well in their new
opportunities."
He predicted the Negro
would never be free as long
as he was dependent on the
white man "for funds."
Dr. Jackson was asked if the
white church had defaulted in
the Negro's struggle for equal
rights. He replied:
"We must not begin by
blaming others. America is our
country and whatever goes
wrong we are partially respon-
sible. I don't let people make
me a visitor in this country.
Both Negroes and whites must
accept the responsibility for
what still needs to be done."
He continued "land is still
available for renting at the
convention's 404-acre Freedom
Farm in Fayette county, Tenn.
The renter pays the Conven-
tion one-third of the profits
if he owns his equipment, one
half if he uses Convention
equipment.
"We want'' people interested
in living on the farms and in-
terested in voting", he said.
"We are interested in healing
the breach between the Ne-
groes and their neighbors
there."
Asked if he agreed with the
line of thought that Negroes
deserve extra opportunities be-
cause of discrimination over the
years, he replied:
"I don't want Negroes to
have extra opportunities: we
just want equal opportunities.
In the language of baseball,





James T. (Jimmy) Walker of
1002 Leath, prominent in labor
and civic affairs, has been ap-
pointed campaign manager for
Dr. Hollis F. Price, it was an-
nounced this week. Dr. Price,
president of LeMoyne College,
is opposing incumbent E. 0.
Bailey Jr. for position 4 on
the Memphis School Board.
Mr. Bailey is a recent ap-
pointee.
Dr. Price's campaign head-
quarters also announced that
Dr. Walter W. Gibson, profes-
sor of biology and head of the
natural science division at
LeMoyne, is serving as chair-
man of the steering commit-
tee. J. A. Beauchamp, general
manager ,of the Memphis World
and retired Boy Scout ex-
ecutive, is treasurer.
Beauchamp said contributions
to the campaign are needed
and pointed out that several
Memphians already have re-
sponded.
An advisory committee met
Monday night of this week to
help map camgaign strategy.
The committee is composed of
more than 50 leaders.
Faculty, students and alumni
of LeMoyne have set up se-
parate organizations to boost
President Price in his cam,
paign.
In a statement to the press
this week, President Price
said: "I am for the best of





The famous Tennessee State
Marching band and its Air
Force ROTC are expected to
come to Memphis Oct. 31 to
perform at a football game be-
tween Douglas and Lester. The
132 piece band will permormed
before the start of the game
and at half-time.
Sky-Tinted Name
The state of Minnesota
bears a Sioux Indian name
which means sky-tinted or
rurbid water and was applied
originally to the river that
joined the Mississippi near
Minneapolis, according to the
Concise Dictionary of Ameri-
can History—UPI.




Persons interested in ob-
taining laborer-custodial jobs
in Memphis' new Federal
building should apply for an
application at the Federal
Civil Service Office, located
in room 37 in the basement
of the Main Post Office, im-
mediately.
Applications must be filed
before Oct. 21.
The jobs which are restrict-
ed by law to persons entitled
to Veteran preference are:
laborer - custodial, $1.25 to
$1.62 per hour and custodial
leader at $1.97 per hour.
Applications are also avail-
able for assistant custodial ,
shift supervisor, $2.59 per
sour.
Complete information and
application forms can be





I Rev. N. A. Crawtord, mana-
ger of the newly formed Dixie
Bible House, which is affiliated
with the Standard Education
Society, Inc. of Chicago, Ill.,
a book company, told the Tri
State Defender earlier this
week that he is no longer
"connected in any way with
the Southern Educators, Inc.,
a book company located at 43
N. Cleveland.
Rev. Crawford said "the posi-
tion that I was named to as
National Field Director was a
joke, I nor anyother Negro
profited by It." ,.-
"Southei is ilducators, Ise.,
will soon be hiring sal6smen
here In Memphis without con-
sulting me," explained Rev.
Crawford.
He went to on say "I do
not want Negroes deceived in
this matter."
The Dixie Bible House is
located at 274 Vance Ave.
In an attempt to reach offi-
cials of Southern Educators
by telephone an operator said






mid Praises And Barbs
Volunteer Committee
Endorses Candidates
WILLIAM INGRAM M. A. HINDS WILLIAM "BILL" FARRIS
Mayoralty Candidates To Speak
At Centenary Church Sunday-7:30
The 3 candidates for May-
or of Memphis are expected
to meet each other during a
forum Sunday, Oct. 20 at Cen-
tenary Methodist church, 878
Mississippi Blvd., at 7:30 p.m.
The candidates, Commission-
er William "Bill" Farris, Sher-
iff M. A. Hinds and Judge Wil-
liam B. Ingram, Jr.—will be
allotted a total of 45 minutes
to present their platforms, an-
swer questions from the audi-
ence and make closing re-
marks.
The candidates are appear-
ing as the invited guests of
the church's Commission of
Social Concern, headed by
Miss Addle Golden, a librar-
ian at LeMoyne college. The
moderator will be Thaddeus
T. Stokes, editor of the Tri
State Defender.
OPENS CAMPA/GN OFFICE
Opens campaign office — Rev. E. W. Williamson, a candi-
date for the City Board of Education, was surrounded its
members of his family and a large number of his fellow
Midnight Cry Of Hot Tamale Man Expected
Miss Golden pointed out
that the forum will not be a
debate among candidates.
The forum Sunday is one in
a regular series conducted by
the church's Commission on
Social Concern on "social prob-
lems and current events," said
Miss Golden.
Rev. James M. Lawson, Jr.,
is the pastor of the church.
The public is invited to at-
tend.
Merephians who have been
missing the midnight cry of
he hot tamale salesmen may
be hearing those voices once
more, according to Lester Dod-
son, the main supply source
of that dish.
Dodson, who mixes up the
dish at 1430 Kimbell, said
he has been told by his at-
torney that the Memphis
Health department has mis-
applied a law which refers
to raw meat to tamale sales-
men, and in a few days the
matter should be cleared up.
While Dodson and his at-
torney wade through red tape,
the men who have been getting
the product to the consumer
have been feeling the effect
of the mandate.
NO QUARTERS
George Willis of 931-H S.
Fourth st., who lost his sight
in an auto accident when he
was 17, said that things are
critical with his wife and six
children.
"When I tvas selling
tamales", Willis said, "1 was
able to give the children a
quarter each morning for then
school lunch, but now 1 can't
afford it, and they won't give
them free lunches.
Willis was arrested twice foi
selling tamales. He was re-
leased with a warning the
first -time and he moved off
ministers when he opened his eampalen neaequarsers
here recently. He is seen here shaking hands with Rev. C.
M. Lee, his campaign manager.
the ' street and started selling
them in front of his house.
Following a second arrest on
his lawn, he appeared in City
Court and was fined after he
told the judge, "If the police
want a shakedown, we are
willingblindi  opaTve dor said that
he started selling the food
back in 1960, and that and a
welfare check was almost
enough for the eight of them
to live on.
Now that he is out ot the
tamale business, Willis is hand-
ing small items at a nearby
washeteria for a friend, but
there he makes only eight
or nine dollars a week.
Otis Jordan, who lives at
931-B of the same apartment
house with Willis, says he has
been having even a tougher
wtimoresince he was put out ofk.
A veteran of World War H.
he suffered a stroke and has
been paralyzed since 1948, the
year following his discharge
from the service.
Although he gets a pension,
it is not enough to provide
for all 10 members of his
family.
Now all Jordan does is sit
on his porch and try to mind
the children. While he is torced




Between high praises and
severe criticism the Volunteer
Citizens Committee endorsed
a slate of candidates last Fri-
day night during a meeting
at Metropolitan Baptist church.
More than 500 gathered at the
meeting to hear the slate
which had been selected by an
executive committee.
Recieving the endorsement
of the political coalition be-
tween the Shetly County
Democratic club and the Ninth
Congressional District Demo-
crats, were William W. Farris,
Commissioner Claude A. Ar-
mour, Commissioner James W,
Moore, John Ford Cana( e,
Hunter Lane, Jr., Mrs. Law-
rence Coe, Dr. Hollis F. Price,
Dr. Vasco A. Smith, Jr., Rev.
E. W. Williamson, Kenneth
Turne r, and Atty. Ben H.
Hooks.
Delegates at the meeting
making nomination speeches
or the candidates endorsed,
or the most part, were highly
critic a 1 of other candidates
seeking office.
Atty. A. W. Willis, who nom.
mated Commissioner Farris for
mayor, said: "I'm starting with
my good friend the judge
(William B. Ingram, Jr.) they
say he is a hero. But he has
conducted a campaign from the
bench (court room). He has
let Negroes go who were quali-
ty. He should have fined them.
Where was he when the 1954
Supreme Court Decision was
handed down? Willis accused
Judge Ingram of treating a
group of Negro attorneys with
"barratry" when they were at-
tempting to arrange bond one
night for a group of "sit-ins."
Willis cointinued: "There is
another man in the race who
heads Crump's Gcct.spo. He has
been beating Negroes for years.
He fougnt the Charter" Thus.
Willis accused Sheriff M. A.
Hinds, another candidate in
the mayor's race.
Willis then read a number
of letters, presumably written
by Commissioner Farris con-
cerning the recent scandal
about the mass firing of Negro
sanitation workers. He went
on to say "Farris didn't get
our vote when he was running
for his present position because
we were voting for Russell
Sugarmon. He did get all Ne-
gro votes in the gubernatorial
race last year but I feel he is
the best qualified candidate in
this race."
Atty. Russell Sugarmon
nominated Atty. Ben Hooks for
city judge; Rev. E. W. William-
son, Dr. Vasco A. Smith, Jr.,
Dr. Hollis F. Price and Mrs.
Lawrence Coe for the Memphis
Board of Education. He said
"none of these people are out
there running for themselves.
They are representing us."
Mrs. Sue Ish, nominated Cpt.
Kenneth Turner. for Juvenile




"Buddy" Dwyer while nom-
inating Hunter Lane Jr., Glad-
ney said "Dwyer has admitted
that he received a large Negro
vote, yet he has neglected to
appoint Negroes in his depart-
ment" Lane will clean up this
department. Futhertnore Dwy-
er has been endorsed by the
White Citizen Council."
Gladney referred to Lane as
a "great liberal and integra-
tionist."
A. Maceo Walker who nom-
inated Commissioner Claude
A. Armour said: "Armour has
(See FARIUS, Page 2)-5
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ON 'MOST WANTED' LIST
On Most Wanted' list — Thomas Asbury 'ladder, all,ged
slayer of a Maryland police officer and described as "ex-
ceedingly severe menace to society," has been elevated to
the FBI's "Ten Most Wanted Fugitives" list. Only 22 years
of age. Hadder may have shaved his head to appear like
much older man depicted in photo at right. A native of
Richmond, Va., he is 510" tall, weighs about 170 pounds,
and has reddish blond hair, reportedly dyed black. He
has blue eyes, fair complexion and freckirs, three-inch
sear on right thumb, tattoos of dolphin or shark on his
left bicep and "The South Will Rise Again" on either left
or right forearm. Ile has worked as a salesman, is a known
enthusiast of judo and weight lifting and enjoys Western
and war movies. He should be considered armed and ex-
tremely dangerous. Persons recognizing him should call
the FBI at once.
00\
If it's Insurance Yost rNeed
CALL
T. W. COWENS
32 7-3 7 73
ALL INS. WRITTEN
Specializing in Church his.
OUT OFF BUSINESS NOW
Out of business now — since the Memphis Health depart-
ment banned the sale of tamales on Memphis streets.
these two former vendors have felt an economic pinch.
George Willis, left, who was arrested twice, Is now selling
St. Louis Educator Explains
, Technique Used To Close Gap In
'Education Of Depressed Areas
small items at a stand near his home, while Otis Jordan,
light, sits at home minding the children while his wife
works. Jordan, a veteran of World War II, is paralyzed on
his left side. IBilly Duncan Photo.) I Story on Page 1)
Reminder to Esso customers...an invitation to every motorist-let us help
 you
TAKE THE WORRY OUT
OF 'apto Rg`fi3g DRIVING
Fine products ... values
dealer has them all for you
where more people stop,
sign—it's America's First
service, too. Your Es5°





ESSO EXTRA—Esso Extra's winter formula
prevents stalls due to carburetor icing! On
cold mornings, it helps you start easier,
warm up faster, gives you full power faster.
ESSO PLUS—If you use regular gasoline,
try Esso Plus—the economy premium—for
better cold weather performance.
All-Weather Motor Oils
No matter how cold it gets, Unifloe and
Esso Extra motor oils give your engine in-
stant, free-flowing lubrication to protect it
during cold-weather starting. They guard
against sludge and rust to keep your engine
clean New Uniflo eXtended-Life oil sur-




Guarantee: If your anti-
freeze protection varies
more than five degrees
above the original protec-





battery puts out all the





America's Leading Energy Company
To entrants, "Happy Motoring" Travel Spectacular \ Esso dealer now has winners' list.
tne money runs out before
the next check comes.
If all goes well, Jordan and
Millis hope to be back on the
street with their midnight
chant in a few days.
I "When the weather is cold,
people really go for the tama-
les." Mrs. Willis said. "You
should have seen them running
and sliding after that cart last
winter when the ice was on






(Continued From Page 1)
to it at home, his wife is in
the field picking cotton and
trying to help make ends meet.
Jordan s a y 5 he receives
he pays rent, and other bills, 
grade levels from one through
he pays rent, an dother bills,
eight, Dr. Shepard and his co-
workers discovered that the
children were from one month
to four years bthind the na-
tional standard. They formulat-
ed a plan that has helped close
the gap.
With the aid of a film, and
a tape recorder, Dr. Shepard
outlined how the plan was ap-
plied and worked in St. Louis.
Morgan Christian, assistant
superintendent of the Mem-
phis Schools and Director of
Instruction, was present and
praised Dr. Shepard for the
effectiveness of the plan he
described.
Also present was a delega-
tion of officers of the Mem-
phis Education Association
(white), led by William "Bill'
Wickers. Accompanying Wick-
era were: Aubrey Witherington
DAIIRTOWN. Ohio UPI)
of Sherwood junior high school
-- ( 
- Walter (Smoky) Alston
and Stanley Hipp of Fairview'
- .
'went fishing eight days after e the first time an official
high. Their visit mark-!
his Los Angeles Dodgers swept 
d 
the world series from th New 
and active communication has I
a 
,York Yankees 
been effected between the
Alston was welcomed home 
Memphis Negro and white
.1 the manner bef:tting a world 
teachers associations.
-cries winner with a three-
Dr. Shepard presented his
,•ity parade through Darrtown, 
12-year old daughter, Ethelyn,
Oxford and Collinsville 
who accompanied him on the
The parade was organized 
trip. He left the meeting to
with Alston and his wife, Lela, Women Supremacy
riding in the place of honor —
a convertible with the top BATCHWORTH HEAT H,
down. With the smiling couple England — (UPI) — A team
were their two grandchildren, from the Women's Royal Ar-
B0b and Kim Ogle. and two my Corps defeated four men's
neighbor children, Donta ami army teams in an eight-mile
Billy Amiott. cross-country march.
"The color of a child's skin
has nothing to do with what
happens to him when he is
disadvantaged."
The above statement was al
key to the major theme of
famed educator, Dr. Samuel
Shepard, assistant superinten-
dent of St. Louis, Mo., schools
as he addressed several hun-
dred Memphis teachers, Satur-
day afternoon, at Hamilton
high school.
The occasion was the first
of three general meetings to
be held during the school year
by the Bluff City Education
association.
Dr. Shepard's address was
the main feature of the meet-
ing, with N. D. Williams, presi-
dent of the association, an-
nouncing that the regular busi-
ness of the organization would
be waived to give Dr. Shepard
full time.
The attending teachers were
not disappointed by the deci-
sion. Dr. Shepard held the
group easily fox more than two
hours as he presented a mix-
ture of educational philosophy,
administrative technique s,
teaching methodology, a n d
parent - teacher relationships,
in a down - to - earth - matter -
of - fact manner. The teachers
reacted enthusiastically.
Dr. Shepard described the
techniques he initiated which
such marked success is reading
the achievement levels of
"disadvantaged" children in de-
pressed areas of St. Louis. The
vast majority of the 15,000
children in t he Banneker
School district, of which he has
charge in St. Louis are Ne-
groes. Dr. Shepard outlined the
step he took to get the parents,
teachers, and children to co-
operate actively in a program
to raise their achievement in
reading, arithmetic, history,
and English.




1963 CHEV. Cony , R.H., S.S., Pretty . S2295
1961 CHEV. 2 Dr. R. H., T. T., S. S.
Blue Int..  51795
1962 CHEV. Cony. R H., Red Int., Power S2295
s1962 FORD Falcon 4 Dr., R. H., 1395
S1959 FORD 2 Dr. H. T. R. H Fac Air. . 1195
1962 FORD bet 2 Dr., R. H., Black sInterior Bucket Seats. . 2395
1963 PONT. Leaman, 2 Dr., H. T., R. H., s2195
1963 FORD Fairlane 500 4 Or, R. H., S2095
5
1958 PLYMOUTH Wagon, R. H. Very Clean 5495
1960 BUICK Cony., R. H. Power  1495
Financing No Problem, We Own Our
Finance Company
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE JA 6-8871
OPEN NITES
spend the remainder of hi
Memphis visit with his per-
sonal friends, the Lonnie Bris-
lcoes of Orange Mound.
Williams announced that in
the near future there will be
a special luncheon for the
building representatives of the
local schools, sponsored by the
Bluff City Education Associa-
tion.
Farris
(Continued From Page 1)
performeed a most effectivt
job. Let's look at Birminghansas
Little Rock, and Mississippi".
Industry doesn't come to a
town where there is not racial
harmony. Look around, we
don't have bombings here as in
other Southern cities."
George Holloway nominated
John Ford Canale for Public
Works. He said "we didn't get
a chance to talk to Pete Sis-
son. We didn't get a questio-
naire answered by- him." He
added "Canale is a great lib-
eral. He assures that no strings
will be attached to jobs in the
Public Works department. We
got to elect a man who is close
to John F. Kennedy, whom
we must re-elect in 1964.
H. A. Gilliam, in his nom-
ination speech for James W.
Moore, said: His opponent has
been endorsed by the White
Citizens Council."
Rev. Charles Williams whip
was election chairman of the
meeting said: "We are not in
a position to endorse any can-
didate who has the stigma
of White Citizens Council at-
tached to him.
Rev. Williams added just be-
fore the meeting concluded: "I
hope we don't have a single
traitor in this crowd. We have
dedicated leadership here. To-
gether we stand and divided
we fall.
In charge of the meeting was
Atty. H. T. Lockard.
SCEF
(Continued From Page 1)
has invited Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. and myself to appear
before it," said Shuttlesworth.
"The tendency has been and
still is to label anybody com-
munistic and subversive whal
seeks in a righteous way Mir
uphold the principles embodied
in the Constitution of the
United States. It should be
made clear that, to a segrega-
tionist, integration meads noth-
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ca. Accompanying him to the
meeting with the principal
S operating officers of three Ne-gro insurance companies was
• Charles A. Davis, of Chicago
executive director of the As-
sociation.
There was a time when the
development of Negro insur-
ance companies was regarded
as an economic detour, Cle-
ment said., hut that is now
changed and these must com-
pete with all others.
Changes in civil rights and
educational opportunities are
indicators, he said that "We
are off the detour and on
the main road."
Negro companies must de-
velop horizontially by expand-
ing their services and their
areas of coverage, and verti-
cally by increasing their sales
in the markets where they
now function.
Davis told the group that
the three problems confront-
9• ***** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
• Left Side 
!DOWN FRONT!
0
***** • ** 
FRED "THE MEMPHIS KID"
VALENTINE came „twine to
Memphis with his wife and
kids, last week. Valentine earn-
ed the nickname "Memphis
Kid" during the days he was
quarterbacking for Tennessee
State. He has decided to buy a
home in Memphis instead of
Baltimore, where he is signed
up with the Orioles.
SIDELINE POLITICIANS
better start remembering what
they say from campaign to
campaign because voters they
are attempting to influence are
remembering what is being
said campaign to campaign.
THE BIG-M is about one
year old. We will bet our best
buckeye that the owner of the
spot has forgotten to put on
a special affair to celebrate
the first anniversary.
"QUALIFICATIONS
OF CANDIDATES" for public
office will be discussed at
'1:30 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 22 at
the Sarah Brown Branch of the
YWCA during a Forum spon-
sored by the YWCA's forum
committee and the League of
Women Voters. The panelists
will be Mrs. Robert Shafer of
the LWV, H. A. Gilliam of
Universal Life Insurance Co.;
Clark Porteous, reporter at the
Press Scimitar and Atty.
George Grider. Moderator will
be Dr. Jamison Jones. It would
be a good idea to attend this
meeting to hear what a lot of
people think about the quali-
fications of persons who offer
themselves for public office.
Everybody is welcome to at-
tend.
DID YOU KNOW that at one
time teachers in the county
Were so segregated along racial
lines until site and Negro
teachers did not have the same
pay-day. Recently they inte-
grated or rather - desegregat-
ed - pay-days.
REV. E. W. WILLIAMSON,
a candidate for the City Board
of Education, while speaking
at a dinner last week took
a swipe at his opponent, John
T. Shea. Williamson said "Shea
is so old until he should not
only retire from the Board of
Education, but he should retire
from all activities." Shea is
reportedly 79.
GEMS OF WISDOM are
often found among mirth and
laughter. The other night a
well known public figure re-
marked after a big political
meeting that a lot of the so
called leaders should be arrest.
ed and fined $50 for masquer-
ading. How true!
-
• Clement Tells Negro Execs
To Offer Better Insurance
RICHMOND, Va. — Negro
insurance companies must
equal or excel the life in-
surance programs offered by
the giant companies if they
hope to meet their own growth
targets in the next decade,
William A. Clement, president
of the National Insurance As-
sociation told h group of lead-
ing Negro insurance executives
last week.
He said the companies must
double business from the pres-
ent $2 billion to $5 billion.
Clement, a chartered life un-
derwriter, is vice president
and agency director of North
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance
company of Durham, the larg-
est Negro business in Amen- mg Negro insurance companies
are: attracting skilled man-
power, keeping policies com-
petitive and operating at mini-
mum costs.
But in order to attract cus-
tomers, the companies must
also build strong images, Da-
vis explained.
Ask Supreme Court Outlaw
State Enforcement Of Bias
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Attorneys for convicted sit-in
demonstrators asked the Su-
preme Court to declare that
states cannot enforce racial
' discrimination by private busi-
-. nessmen who open their doors
• to the public.
The arguments opened a
new round of Supreme Court
- consideration of claims by Ne-
groes and civil rights groups
:that the U. S. Constitution
gi bars exclusion of Negroes
um business places on
zrounds of race alone.
.-- Counsel for the demons.
trators declared that the 14th
Amendment's requirement of
"equal protection of the laws"
forbids segregation in restau-
rants and amusement parka.
In the fifth of five cases
being heard in the sit-in
:series, Attorney Joseph L.
-Rauh, Jr. urged the high
tribunal to rule that state
courts cannot be used to back
up private businessmen's racial'
discrimination.
Attorney Matthew Perry of
Columbia, S C., asked the
court to overturn trespass and
breach-of-peace convictions of
Negro students who were
barred from a drug store
lunch counter in that South
Carolina city.
Perry told the high court
that the Columbia case 'in-
volves a clearcut illustration
of the use of state power to
enforce racial segregation."
The 14th amendments says
that no state shall deprive
any person of equal protec-
tion of the laws and the court
has held that state regregation
laws are invalid under this
amendment.
Now it is being asked to
hold that state police arrests
and court enforcement of
Hold Rites For
Pfc. E. L. Rainey
Funeral services were con-
ducted for Pfc. Earnest Lee
--Rainey at Summerfield Bap-
-tist church, 1383 Boxwood St.,
the evening of Oct. 6. In-
terment was held the next
...day at I p. m. in National
AlCcemetery
under the direction
;of th  J .0. Patterson funeral
-home. Delivering the eulogy
:were Rev. Leop Brookins
nd Elder F. D. "Macklin.
„ Pfc. Rainey lost his life in
an automobile accident. He
.was drafted in the U. S. Army
.2in 1961 after attending Doug-
lass High school. His early
education was obtained at
.7yde Park Elementary school.
Born in Ruleville, Miss.,
Oct. 7, 1938, he was bronght
to Memphis by his parents at
the age of two. Active in Sum-
merfield church, he was a
junior deacon there.
He was a member of the
Men of Leisure social club.
Active pallbearers were: A.
„Hayes, S. Steward, B. King,
W. Ferguson, T. T. Tyler and
Ben Blakey. Honorary pall-
bearers were the Men Of
Leisure club.
go Among survivors are his
lor parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Rainey, 1 4 9 6 Britton St.,
grandmother, six aunt, and
-.even uncles.
The easy, comfortable living that is conducive to good col-
lege fellowship and study is available to these coeds living
In the new $821,000 Croswalte hall for 208 junior and sen-
ior women on the Fisk University campus in Nashville.
Fisk Dedicates A New
Dormitory For Women
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Dedi-
cation of Crosthwaite Hall at
Fisk university, a dormitory
for junior and senior women
students costing $821,000. has
been hailed by the university's
president as a symbol of a far-
reaching expansion program .
that will total $17.5 million.
The moctern, atr-conomoned
dormitory is named for the
late Mrs. Minnie Lou Scott
Crosswaithe, former Fisk stu-
dent, teacher, registrar and
trustee, who became known
to hundreds of students for her
spirit of self-sacrificing serv-
jce to others.
A dedication tribute to her
read: "In naming one of its
women's dormitories for her,
Fisk university wishes not
only to pay tribute to one of
its most remarkable daugh-
ters, but to commend her as an
example and as an everlasting
spring of inspiration to all
Fisk women."
Dr. Stephen J. Wright, Fisk
president, said the building is
the first in a series for upgrad-
ing the physical plant. He call-
ed it "a symbol of what's to
Come."
He listed as in the planning
stage: the renovation of Ju-
bilee Hall; a new fine arts
building and auditorium; ad-
ditions to the library; a new
administration building, -and
a new science building.
Dr. Wright said other major
parts of the expansion pro-
gram will enclude large en-
dowments for faculty salaries
and student scholarships.
3,000 Teachers Sought
For Peace Corps Work
WASHINGTON. D.C. — The
!Peace Corps estimates that
it will require at least 9,000
Ivolunteers to meet the re-
quests of host country govern-
ment needs in 1964.
These needs include 5,000
teachers, 2,000 community de-
velopment workers, 700 health
workers, 600 agricultural tech-
nicians and 700 skilled trades-
men, technicians and profes-
sional personnel.
The greatest demand is, for
teachers-3,000 for secondary
schools, 1,000 for elementary
and 500 for colleges and uni-
versities, An additional 500
volunteers are needed for the
fields of physical, vocational
and adult education. .
In the field of health, 500
nurses of all kinds are needed.
Another 200 persons will fill
posts as medical, laboratory
and X-ray technicians, doc-
tors, dentists, sanitarians, etc.
ALL AGES NEEDED
While the demand for ag-
ricultural skills cover a wide
range of subjects, these skills
are most frequently request-
ed—agricultural extension, ir-
rigation, farm mechanics, ani-
trespass charges arising from
sit-in demonstration are for-




The Peace Corps is interest-
ed in volunteers who are plan-
ning to retire and also those
eligible for a leave of absence
from their present employ-
ment.
Applicants are advised to
submit an early application if
they want to be considered for
either a February or June ap-
pointment. An application
form may be secured from the
Peace Corps, Division of Re-
cruiting, Wash in gt. o n, D.C.
20525. Special literature will
be sent to those indicating the
particular area of their skill
and when they would probab-
ly 1,.e available.
Named for the late Mrs. Minnie Lou Scott Crosthwalte,
student, teacher, registrar and Fisk trustee, the new air-
conditioned building was dedicated recently as the first






tionally acclaimed Italian or-
ganist, was presented in con-
jccrt last Sunday evening as
the first in a series of artists
to perform In the 1963-64
series.
Germani's performance was
on the recently installed Holt-
; kainp organ in the Fisk Mc-
!rnorial chapel.
Hailed as the "wizard of the
organ," Germani's program in- •
eluded works of Gabrieli,
Bach and Hindemith.
Others to appear at Fisk in-
chide Rudolph Firkusny, pi-
anist, Nov. 6; Ida Presti and
Alenxandre Lagoya, classical
guitarists, Feb. 13, and Marga-
ret Tynes, soprano, March 4.
New Scout Unit
In Boxtown
Among new Scouting Troops
in this area is the one estab-
lished several months ago by
the United Civic Club in Box-
down of which D. K. Rogers
'is president. He said "Club
members feel it is • their re-
sponsibility, as citizens of this
area, to provide wholesome
activities in developing boys
who will eventually become
community leaders."
Officials of the new unit
are: Booker T. Murphy, insti-
tutional representative; Earl
'Walker, committee chairman;
Earl Ealy, committeeman; D.
K. Rogers, committeeman and
South Division commissioner,




Pratt in "Petticoat Junction,"
has written some 350 songs.
1 More than half were used in
'films in which he appeared.
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To Present Comedy On Nov. 15
You have heard of young! Those taking part in the
girls marrying for the sake of production are Rodell Boyd.
convenience, but what hap-
pens when an old maid mar-
ries one man in the hopes of
ending another one? This ap-
pears a trifle confusing, but it
s exactly what happens to
Eva Humphries in the riotous-
ly funny three-act play, "Meet
he Husband."
This play will he presented
or one performance by the
Alumni Players of LeMoyne
College in Bruce Hall on Fri-
day night, Nov. 15, at 8 p.m.
It is a play that overflows
with comedy situations and
unexpected twists, and is
bound to tickle your funny
bone to the point where you
will find yourself laughing
constantly at the predicament
in which the bewildered spin-
ster finds herself.
THE CAST
Charles Patterson, LeRoy Van
Johnson, Goldie Parks-Har-
rell, Josephine Watkins, Hattie
,Mangum, Anna Bell Price and
,Irene Davis.
The play is being ably di-
I rected by Miss Elsie E. Van
Ness, drama and speech in-
istructor at LeMoyne. Produc-
ing the play is James L. Cow-
an. Eunic.1 Carruthers is in
charge of makeup and Horatio
Madison and Cowan are in
charge of the stage.
Serving as general chairman
of the presentation is Wil-
helmien Lockard. Her co-
chairman is Susie Hightower.
Johnnie Mae Rodgers is tic-
ket chairman.
If you want to get away
from your worries, then laugh
at other people's troubles by
seeing "Meet the Husband."
DARK EYES
100 or 80 PROOF DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
PRODUCT Of U.S.A. CLEAR SPRING DISTILLING CO., DIVISION OF JAMES B. BEAM DISTILLING CO., CLERMONT, KY.
Si
IT TAKES CARNATION—
AND PLENTY OF IT—
TO BUILD A BOY LIKE THIS
It's the extra Vitamin D in Carnation that helps put the
muscle in his arms, the strength in his grip and the
sparkle in his smile! Carnation has twice the Vitamin
D of ordinary milk, in every double-rich drop! Even
when you add an equal amount of water, Carnation is
richer than sweet, whole milk.° No wonder this is the
healthy family milk-the best milk to start on, best
milk to stay on, all through childhood!




"A Voice Crying in the
wilderness!" .
ONLY VOICES
One of the most beautiful
descriptions given anywhere
in the Bible is that given by
John the Baptist when he de-
scribes himself as "a voice
crying in the wilderness." The
more one thinks in terms of
such an analysis the more we
grow to a knowledge that any-
thing short of this is nothing
but a failure in life.
Whatever might have been
in his mind when he describes
himself as only "a voice crying
in the wilderness," it bears out
the fact that we all are noth-
ing but voices in the wilder-
ness. Somewhere in life there
is a dire need for each of us
to assume the same role as
John the Baptist. All about
us there are people moving in
the midst of confusion looking
for someone to lead them away
from their dilemnas. Plagued
by social, economic, spiritual,
and moral obligations we find
ourselves unable to cope with
that which is expected of us.
NEW OUTLOOK
With such knowledge of all
our obligations, of times many
of us find ourselves in water
above our heads. It is at this
point that we must take on a
new outlook. Something must
speak to us to give our
I abors meaning. Something
must speak to us to give our
lives meaning. While we are
struggling out there on the
seas of time a strong voice
must stand on the shore and
give direction to these lives
of ours.
In my way of thinking John
the Baptist interpreted his life
as just that someone designed
to stand on the threshold of
life and give to people in all
walks of life meaning and di-
rection.
We live in a day when peo-
ple like to take personal credit
for things that they have
done. "Look what a great job
I did in raising my children."
"Look what a good job I did
in teaching my Sunday Class!"
"Look what a contribution I
made to my church through
my talents!" And on and on
we could go. It is the trend of
thinking so popular among us
today.
T h e idea of giving God
credit for having enabled us
through His mercy toward us
to be what we are and do what
we have never crosses wa
minds.
GIVE GOD CREDIT
It is only human nature on
our part that we think in terms
of giving ourselves credit but
the basic thing in this life is
to think in terms of rendering
a service and letting the rest
take care of itself.
As much as we would like
to think in terms of our im-
portance — we are not that
important! G o d's program
went on before we came on
the scene and in all probability
It will continue to go on. We
did not build any churches,
we did not make any choirs,
we did not stir any congrega-
tions with our prayers! These
things were possible only to
the degree that God has work-
ed through us.
Paul, the great apostle, look-
ing back over his achieve-
ments one day declared it was
"not I but God working
through me." What a great
world this would be today if
each one of us could look at
ourselves during our most
prosperous hours — during the
time we are on the pinnacle —
and declare to ourselves "This
is not I but God working
through me."
Here as we think this week
we have two profound sum-
mations of life — one cries
out, "I am only a voice in the
wilderness," and the other in-
forms his hearers, "It is not I
that you see but Christ work-
ing through me."
Eventually each of our lives
will be measured in terms of
the real services that we have
rendered. Our lives will reg-
ister only to the point that we
have earnestly striven for
that which—ie best. This is our
responsibility as we become
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DEFENDER
REV. AND MRS. H. 0. KNEELAND, JR.
Rev( and Mrs. H. 0. Kneeland, Jr. will be honored during
a week-long anniversary celebration at Union Valley Bap-
tist church, 1051 E. McLemore Ave.. starting at 3 p.m. S
un-
day, Oct. 20. Rev. Kneeland has been pastoring at 
the
church three years. The Kneelands are the parents of t
hree
daughters and a son. Mrs. Rosie Newsom is chairman of the





Mrs. J. W. Watford will be
honored for 10 years of work
as the. booking manager of the
United Singing Union, during
a program set for Sunday, Oct.
20 at Pilgrim Baptist church,
located at Second St. and
Looney Ave. The program is
scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
Among persons appearing
on the program are Mesdames
Marie Jackson, B. Partee, M.
Rymes, Nellie Morris, Jose-
phine Jackson H. Brewster and
Evelyn Daniel.
Music will be supplied by
the United Singing Union
Chorus, Morning Chapel Chou .
Spiritual Union Chorus,
Seventh Street Choir, Spiritual
Pilgrim, Well Spiritual Singe;
Majestic Soft Veteran Bre.,
steraires and Veteran Hai .:
onizers.





Annual Women's Day will
be observed at Old Nonconnah
Baptist church on Sunday.
Oct. 20, in a program which
starts at 3 p. m., and the I
guest speaker will be Mrs. J.
Strickland Dewey.
The featured speaker at the
morning worship hour will be
Mrs. R. Monger. The publii.
is invited to all services of
, the day.
, Mrs. Ella M. Jones is chair-
man of the observance. W
Smith church clerk. and Rev




The receptionist in the Su-
perior CoUrt jury commission-
er's office warned the man who
came to return his jury sum-
mons that "we don't excuse
people because of their jobs."
But when she learned the
reluctant prospective juror
was Judge Elmer D. Doyle,
who presides in a courtroom
just around the hall from her
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I Dr. Eric Lincoln
To Speak At
Bethel Church
When the laymen of Bethel
United Presbyterian Church,
1060 Mississippi Blvd. observes
annual Laymen Day Sunday at
5 p.m. Oct. 20, a former Mem-
phian is expected to deliver
Use keynote address. He is Dr.
C. Eric Lincoln, an administra-
tor at Clark college in Atlanta,
Ga.
Lincoln, an educator, lec-
turer, minister and author, is
a graduate of LeMoyne col-
lege. He has also attended the
University of Chicago • Law
School, Fisk university where
he studied religion and phi-
losophy and Boston university
where he obtained his Ph.D.
He is the author of "Black
Muslims" "Mirror of the Ex-
sting Order" and others.
A question and answer
period will follow the address.
The program is open to the
public, announces J. E. Neely,
program chairman. Elmer Hen-
derson is president of the
church's Laymen organization.
Rev. James A. McDaniel is the
church's pastor.
BYPU Entertains
New Salem Baptist church's'
BYPU gave a social affair last
Wednesday evening to honor
the junior and intermediate
members for attaining the
highest points of the standard
of excellence for the month.
Giving the affair was the sen-
ior department.
Mrs. Ruth Davis is president
of the BYPU and Rev. Willie
G. Williams is the church's
MRS. MYRTLE THORNTON
DR. C. ERIC LINCOLN
'Rocking' Record
HELSINKI, Finland —(UPI)
—Finnish students Juha Leine
and Raimo Jumppanen claim-
ed a world record after rock-
ing a rocking-chair for 51
pastor. hours without stopping.




When Shady Grove Baptist
church, 1821 Kansas St., ce-
lebrates Women's Day Sun-
day, Oct. 20, Mrs. Myrtle
Thornton and Mrs. Susan
Jenkins are expected to de-
liver the featured speeches.
Mrs. Thornton, member of
the church, is scheduled to
speak at 11 a. m. Mrs. Jenkins
of Santa Anita, Cal., daugh-
ter of the founder of the pag, gusAN =MUNI;
church, the late Rev. R. B.
Smith, will speak in the after-
noon.
A musical program has been
arranged for 8 p. m. Mrs.
Margaret Miller is co-chair-




Installation services for the
Brotherly Love Club of the
New Chicago Church of God
In Christ were held at 1137
Louisville recently with the
pastor, Rev. E. E. Dickerson,
officiating.
The officers are Dudley E.
Navels, president; John Ta-
bor, vice president; James L.
Dickerson, secretary; Hugh
Morris, assistant secretary;
Marshall Maple, treasurer end
chaplain; William Bruce, busi-
ness manager, and Clarence E.
Jones, chairman of finance
and reporter.
Mrs. Hendricks To
Speak At New Era
New Era Baptist church
will observe annual Women's
Day on Sunday. Oct. 20, and
the ipeaker Mr the service
starting at 3 p. m. will be Mrs.
M. L. Hendricks. Mrs. Rosa
M. Parham is chairman of
the program.
Rev. Frank Briscoe is pas-
tor of the church.
CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS
All Cale,. end Cole,
Combinerieno
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1
Top Students Will Be• 
Honored At Dinner
The annual Honors Dinner,
co-sponsored by LeMoyne and
the Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation for
students of the college with
high academic averages, will
be held Sunday, Oct. 20, at
2:30 p. m. in the Universal Life
Insurance Company dining
room, Linden and Wellington,
according to John C. Mickle,
student personnel counselor at
LeMoyne.
Speaker for the occasion will
be Miss Margaret C. McCul-
loch of Memphis, a former in-
structor at the college.
Those to be honored are
.tudents with cumulative aver-
ages of `B' (2.00) and above.
Three of those to be honored
have cumulative averages of
2.45 and above. They are Jua-
nita Gardner, Mirian Chapman
and Earline Houston. Top grad-
ing score at LeMoyne is 3.00.
Others to be 'honored are
Cathelia Ann Barr, William
Lambert, Verna Roysters, Irene
Turner, Jim Ella Austin, Jes-
sie H. Wright, Willie Chap-
man, Virginia D. Flowers,
Donna Jones, Johnnie Mae
Yancey, Mary Maine Gray,
Leon Sandy Mitchell, Bennie
Beatrice Teague, Patricia Wil-
liams, Irma Jean Ezell, Varnell
E. Logan, Louvenia Clayton,




JACKSON, Miss., — (UPI)
— The Mississippi Supreme
Court heard arguments Mon-
day on whether accused slayer
of civil rights crusader Med-
gar Evers, Byron De La Beck-
with, must submit to a men-
tal examination.
Attorneys for the state have
asked the Supreme Court to
void an order by Circuit
Judge 0. H. Barnett of Carth-
age who had Beckwith re-
moved from the state mental
hospital after another circuit
judge ordered him committed







Just a penny an inch buys wash 'n wear, drip-dry
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Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Jones of 1387 Castalla St. honored their
daughter, Marilyn, with a party on her ninth birthday last
Saturday, and invited a number of her friends In to hell,
her celebrate. On front row, from left, are Brenda Jones,
GETS COMM/SS/ON
!Hugh S. Souder, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Franklin C. Solider of For-
rest City. Ark., has been com-
missioned a second lieutenant
in the U. S. Air Force following
graduation from the Officers
Training School at Lackland.
AFB, Tex. He is a graduate of
Arkansas AM&N college and





EUGENE, Ore. — (UPI) —
Adoption of a compromise
civil rights stand and an at-
tack on the Kennedy admin-
istration's foreign and domes-
tic policies signed the end of
the Western Republican Con-
ference here.
The civil rights resolution
condemned "the exploitation
of individual human dignity
for political purposes," and
urges "continued emphasis on
freedom of choice and equal
opportunity for all Ameri-
cans."
Resolutions Chairman Mitch-
ell Melich, Utah National Com-
mitteeman, said the civil
rights stand represented "much
compromise." He said some
delegates wanted a strong
statement, and others wanted
no statement at all.
Civil rights got more atten-
tion than anything else, he
noted.
Kathy Jones. Lavora Hall. Marilyn Jones, the honoree,
Vanessa Boyd and Sandra Glover. Standing, same order,
are Christine Scott, Toni Williams. Robert Mosley. Lezette '
Couch and Bernita Jones. IBilly Duncan Photo i
Utah NAACP Prepariag Rights
Demands For The Mormon Church
SALT LAKE CITY - (UPI)
— Six members of the local
branch of the National Asso-
ciation for the Advancement
of Colored People will meet
here to draw up a list of civil
rights proposals to present to
the Mormon Church, an ac-
tion momentarily preventing
picketing.
Albert B. Fritz, NAACP Salt
Lake branch president, an-
nounced at a civil rights meet-
ing a committee from this
NAACP had met with two
high officials of the church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints. He named the church
officials as Hugh B. Brown
and Nathan Eldon Tanner. first
and second counselors respire-
lively in the First Presidency,
the Mormon's second and third
highest offices.
Fritz said the NAACP agreed
on the promise of "good faith"
not to picket the 133rd Semi-
Annual General Conference on
Temple Square when Brown
and Tanner said they would
"consider" endorsing a civil
rights statement. But the
NAACP will picket Temple
Square next Saturday if the
Mormon Church does not pre-
sent an "acceptable" state-
ment on civil rights before
that dale, he added.
The Mormons believe that
Negroes are "cursed by God."
In other civil rights activi-
ties across the country:
Catholics Consider
Using Wedded Deacons
VATICAN, City — (UPI) —
Missionary Bishop from Africa,
Asia and Latin America urged
the Ecumenical Council to ap-
prove creation of an ordained
order of married deacons to
serve in areas where acute
shortages of priests exist.
The proposal, included in the
draft document "De Ecclessia"
(about the church), was sharp-
ly attacked by Francis Car-
dinal Spellman of New York
and other conservative coun-
cil fathers.
"Even if you don't need
deacons in your diocese, we do
in o u r s," Negro Archbishop
Bernard Yago of Abidjan.
1West Africa, told the CounalL
1He said he spoke as the "Voice
Of Africa" on behalf of 40
African bishops.
Similar appeals were made
by Archbishop Jose Maurer of
Bolivia, who spoke in the name
of all the bishops of Bolivia
and 20 other Latin American
bishops; Archbisop Paul Yu-
Pin of Nanking, who spoke
on behalf of 40 missionary bi-
shops from China, Viet Nam,
Korea and Japan, and Arch-
bishop Anton Van Den Hurk
of Medan, Indonesia, on be-
half of 30 Indonesian bishops.
Under the proposal, deacons
would be ordained to carry on
many functions now reserved
for priests, with the exception TERMITES-ROACHES
Orangeburg, S. C. — Police
arrested 27 Negro clergymen,
teachers and parents during
demonstration protesting po-
lice treatment of youngsters
among the 1,321 persons ar-
rested during earlier demon-
strations this week. The
marchers claimed police were
too rough in handling the
young demonstrators.
Philadelphia — Reinforced
police with dogs patrolled
sections of South Philadelphia
to stem a rising tide of vio-
lence between Negro and
white teen-agers. Scores of
youngsters were arrested and
five treated for injuries Fri-
day night.
Memphis — Thir t••n
youngsters were charged with
disorderly conduct and police
sought three Negro youths in-
volved in a fracas between
Negroes and whites last night
at a drive-in restaurant hero.
One white youngster was shot
in the leg during the fighting.
of hearing confession and of'
hiring mass.
Cardinal Spellman had
warned that an order of mar-
ried deacons might jeopardize
the tradition of celibacy for
the priesthood.
Msgr. Yago said he did not
consider the Cardinal's ob-
jection valid because the call-
ing to the permanent diacon-
ate was "entirely different"
from the calling to the priest-
hood. He said that older men
probably would be attracted
to the disco.
Msgr. Maurer said the res-
toration of the ancient New
Testament order of non-celi•
bate deacons "is absolutely
necessary to the welfare of
the church" in many Latin
American areas where there
is only one priest for every
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The Freshman class of Owen
College recently elected offi-
cers for the 1963-84 schoo'
year.
L e rh it e 1 McCall, Jr. was
elected president. Other offi-
cers are John Madison, vice
president; Magnolia Johnson,
secretary; Annie Braswell, As-
sistant secretary; Larry Coney,
treasurer; Erma Tribble, re-
porter; James Harbin, Parlia-
mentarian; ,and Alberta John-
son, chapilan.
George Evans and James
Blackburn were chosen as Stu-
dent Council representatives.
The class will sponsor a tal-
ent show on Friday, Oct. 18,
at 8 p. m. in the College Audi-
torium.
28 Fellowship






Alpiidnza W. Blackburn, son
of Mrs. D. N. Blackburn, 937
Mason St., has been stationed
at Fort Richardson, Alaska, as.
an honor guard, since complet-
ing basic training at Ft. Polk,
La. with a high average in all
tests.
Blackburn was a student at
Booker T. Washington high
schou:
The library staff of LeMoyne
has scheduled 28 fellowshii, Dunn School PTAteas for the college year, ac-
cording to the chief librarian, 
Mrs. Mae Isom Fitzgerald. The 
T 
0 Hold Meetingteas will be held in the Alumni
Room of the new Library
Building and will last one hour
from 3 to 4 p. m.
The senior class will host
the tea on Thursday of this
week, juniors on Oct. 21 and
sophomores on Oct 31.
The library staff was in
charge at the opening tea on
Oct. 3 and members of the stu-
dent council presided last
week.
Scheduled to pour tea dur-
ing the month of November
are the freshman, the Student
NEA, and the College's honor
society.
Ala. Cleric To Talk
Al Rally In LA.
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
The Rev, J. H. Cross, pastor of
a church bombed in Birming-
ham, Ala., will address a rally
set for Oct. 24 in Olympic Au-
ditorium here to raise money
for rebuilding the church.
Integration leader Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King Jr., head of
the Southern Christian Leader-
ship spoke privately with local
civil rights leaders. No public
appearances were announced
for the Negro clergyman.
Dunn Avenue School PTA is
scheduled to hold its first fall
meeting at 7:30 p. m. Wednes-
day, Oct. 16. The featured
speech will be delivered by the
school's principa I, Mrs. D.
Burnley.
A membership drive will be
started the same night. Plans
for fall projects will be an-





projects director for the Peace
Corps, will address students at
LeMoyne College on Tuesday,
Oct. 22.
He is visiting the campus to
interpret accurately to students
the opportunities available to
them through Peace Corps ear-




(UPI) — Retired Schools Supt.
Charles H. Dorris outlived his
insurance policy and became
his own beneficiary on his 96th
birthday.
Rocky Appoints Negro
To $23,000 N. Y. Post
Governor Nelson A.
Rockefeller has announced
the appointment of Law-
rence W. Pierce as Director
of the State Division for
Youth in the Executive De-
partment.
Pierce has served since
June of 1961, as Deputy Com-
missioner in charge of the
Youth Program of the New
York City Police Department.
In his new $23,100 post,
Pierce will have responsibility
for administering youth ser-
vices in the stae, juvenile
delinquency prevention pro-
grams, youth education fac-
ilities, and all officer and per-
sonnel of the Division for
Youth.
Pierce succeeds Alexander
Aldrich, appointed last month
as Executive Assistant to the
Governor, and also will serve
as Chairman of the State
Council on Youth and the
Interdepartmental Committee
on Youth.
The principal office of the
Division is located in Albany
with branch offices in New
York City, Buffalo, Rochester,
and five other cities.
Pierce was born -in Phila-
delphia in December, 1924;
and has been a resident of
Brooklyn, New York since
1948. He and his wife, Wilma,
have three children.
He was graduated from
St. Joseph's College in Phila-
delphia in 1948, with a Bach-
elor of Science degree in
business administration.
He received his law degree
from Fordhem University Law
School in 1951. He was ad-
mitted to the New York Bar
in the same year, and to fed-
eral practice in the U. S. dist-
rict courts shortly thereafter.
A prominent Catholic lay-
man, he is a member of the
Brooklyn Bar Association, the
New York State District At-
torney's Association, the Com-
munity Council of Greater
New York and Board of Trus-
tees of Little Flower House
of Providence, an institution
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Best For The Board Of Education
Registered voters in Memphis
will soon be called upon to elect
various public office holders
who will be entrusted to carry
, on the governmental processes
; for local citizens during the next
; four years. The election of these
public officials on Nov. 7 should
not be taken lightly — because
future progress in Memphis will
be inseparately tied to the quali-
ty of candidates elected.
Also — in light of the social
revolution which is moving our
political structure into line with
. the democratic philosophy as
espoused by the U. S. Constitu-
tion, we believe that local voters
can ill afford the detrimental
folly of isolating persons from
the active participation in af-
fairs of local government solely
by looking at their color—rather
than giving judicious considera-
tion to their qualifications to
hold public office.
We have judiciously reviewed
the obtainable records on the
qualifications of candidates for
the Memphis Board of Educa-
tion candidates. After great con-
sideration we endorse in that
race:
Dr. Hollis F. Price. Dr. Vasco
A. Smith, Jr., Rev. E. W. Wil-
liamson and Mrs. Lawrence Coe.
'A Wise Reminder
In extending the life of the
Civil Rights Commission for one
year. the Senate has merely re-
prieved it from an immediate
death sentence. There is little
that the commission can do in
that short span of time.
This may have been a de-
termining factor in the consid-
eration of the extension of time.
Certainly no one who values his
time and prestige would accept
a lame duck appointment.
Many staff members have al-
ready resigned and the com-
missioners have made it clear
that they would not care to
serve on so temporary a basis.
The only way to prevent this
periodic Congressional death-
sentencing is to remove the
agency from the whims and
fancy of Congress and give it a
permanent tenure.
Moreover, the commission's
role should be extended beyond
We are of the opinion that
members of the City Board of
Education should be persons
who are willing to work un-
biasly to bring about the best
possible educational atmosphere
in all of our schools without re-
gards to the location of any par-
ticular school, the native identi-
ty of the majority group attend-
ing the school or the economic
level of a neighborhood.
The Tri State Defender strong-
ly urges its readers to weigh the
outstanding merits of the above
candidates. We feel that the
above candidates are the best
available persons to elect to the
Memphis Board of Education.
Dr. Hollis F. Price, an educa-
tor, is president of LeMoyne col-
lege, who is also an outstanding
civic worker. Dr. Vasco A.
Smith, Jr., a dentist is well
known for his participation in
civil rights movements here.
Rev. E. W. Williamson, pastor of
Olivet Baptist church, is a past
president of the 26th Ward Civic
club. Mrs. Lawrence Coe, a
former school teacher, has serv-
ed on the Board of Education
with distinction for two terms.
Her record of fairness speaks so
loudly until we cannot hear
what her opponent is saying.
its present fact-finding exercise.
Its right to subpoena witnesses
and records has been challenged.
Three years ago Judge Wallace,
now Governor of Alabama, cate-
gorically refused to surrender
for inspection a county's regis-
tration books that the commis-
sion had requested.
It should have broad injunc-
tive powers commensurate with
its responsibility. Senator Rich-
ard B. Russell, the Georgia Dem-
ocrat who leads the Southern
bloc, used the term "genocide"
to describe the commission's
call for cutting off Federal funds
to states that resist racial de-
segregation.
He asserted that the proposal
would "starve out the weak and
the poor." Of course, there is no
validity to this argument. If the
poor and weak states refuse to
obey the U. S. Constitution.
Notwithstanding
Thaddeus T. Stokes
WHO IS OUR LEADER?
In time of a social revolution
like the one we are currently
undergoing in. America, it is not
difficult to be guilty of unsea-
soned action, rash language and
immature arguments.
Social revolutions are ignited
by the vast inequities thrust
upon a great majority by dic-
tatorial small minorities. When
patience and promises are ex-
hausted "the cup runneth over"
releasing injustices which erupt
into a social revolt.
, Social revolts are preceded
with the selection of leaders —
formal or informal — neverthe-
less they are selected.
Some leaders are elected in-
formally by common consent.
• Some are selected formally by
the process of elimination. Some
leaders emerge out of oppor-
tunity.
The frequently asked ques-
tion here, "Who Is Our True
. Leader," begs an answer be-
cause the overwhelming masses
• desperately in need of sincere,
dedicated leadership have not
verbalized their ideal measure-
ments of a good leader. Their
unvoiced thoughts are used for
self protection in defense of a
bad leader.
Who are our good leaders in
, this social revolution? Do we
have a good leader here in Mem-
phis'
• In order that each man who
would appear as a good leader
here in Memphis can be judged
by a common, measurement.
here are the characteristics a
Rood leader must possess and
utilize primarily for followers:
! (1) A leader must give just
guidance
(2) He must lead all legiti-
mate undertakings.
(3) He must give direction in
action, thought and opinions.
(4) He must have the ability
to attract others by his good
aeeds.
(5) He must be able to in-
fluence others to nobler heights.
(6) He must have the abilit
and willingness to subordinate
all personal considerations for
the welfare of his followers.
(7) He must have the qualities
of mind which will inspire love
and estmeen in the hearts of all
mankind:
Who among us shows so much
mercy, magnanimity and human
understanding until he forces
others to join him in seeking a
renewal of efforts to reduce
grief of a long life of denials,
discrimination and submerg-
ence?
What leader here is willing to
work untiringly for a greater
number — now inflicated by the
social revolution — to enjoy a
good fortune and a better fu-
ture?
Is there a leader here who
would dare be guided by the
"Ten Commandments?"
Words cannot adequately de-
scribe the achievements of a
good leader. They excel those of
any hero. And yet the glory of
his deeds will outshine all of
his victories, for the credit of
winning a fight must be shared
with the fighters, but the honor
of accomplisnments belong to a
leader alone. The memory of vic-
tories alone will fade from the
minds of men, but the qualities
of the mind of a leader will in-
spire love and esteem in the
hearts of mankind forever.
Who is our Leader?
"We Shall Overcome!"
JACKIE ROBINSON
Not Alone In Freedom Fight
ONE DAY, in the near future,
a new church building will rise
on the spot where now stands
the ruin and debris of the dyna-
mite-levelled Sixteenth Street
Baptist Church in that unholy
city of Birmingham, Ala.
The terrifying sounds of the
bigots' sticks of dynamite, as they
exploded and blasted four inno-
cent Negro youngsters into
eternity on that fateful Sunday
Morning were sounds heard
around the world.
The angry explosions not only
shocked the sensibilities of civi-
lised men everywhere, but also
stirred the conscience of the in-
ternational community. In every
corner of the glob*, the reaction
was one of anger, disbelief and
disgust that such an atrocity
could happen in this "land of the
free."
Through the media of press,
radio and television, we learned
that Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin
America and the West Indies
have already recorded their re-
vulsions — the same kind of feel-
ing which was evidenced by the
majority of Americans. The new-
ly independent island of Jamaica
in the Caribbean was one of those
geographical areas which felt the
shock-waves of the Birmingham
racial explosion.
This fact became evident, a few
days ago, when we received a five
hundred dollar check presented
to us to be relayed through the
NAACP to those responsible for
the Sixteenth Street Baptist
Church Re-Building Fund
Along with the chock came a
gift of inestimable value — •
message of moral support to
Birmingham's dark-skinned citi-
zens in their resistance to an un-
just system. The person who
ALFRED DUCKETT
brought the message and the
check was one of Jamaica's most
distinguished young sons.
He is the tall and articulate
Sen. Hugh Shearer, the leading
member of that nation's Senate
and chairman of the Jamaican
delegation to the United Nations'
18th General Assembly.
It was in that latter role that
he was visiting New York. The
Senator took time out from a
heavy schedule of official duties,
a few days before making his
government's policy speech be-
fore the Assembly, to visit my
office and personally identify
Jamaicans with the struggle of
the American Negro.
The Senator was accompanied
by Keith Johnson, Jamaica's Con-
sul-General in New York, and
Morris DeLisser of the NAACP
Life Membership Division.
The check the Jamaican pre-
sented came from members of
the Bustamente Industrial Trades
Union and the Jamaica Labor
Party which is also led by the
Prime Minister, Sir Alexander
Bustamenta.
I was tremendously impressed
by the pertinent sentiments ex-
pressed by Senator Shearer in his
brief statement as he handed me
the check. His tone was urgent
and compellingly sincere. It was
also tinged with anger and ex-
cluded the politician's usual plat-
itudes, in its indictment of racial
prejudice.
The Senator's . compatriots at
home, he told me, were conscious
of the ugliness of bigotry and
deeply concerned over the plight
of the Birmingham Negro and his
fight to eliminate racial discrim-
ination from their daily lives. The
members of the organizations he
represented fully support the
struggle for justice, for they too
have a vested interest in it.
Senator Shearer reminded me
that the national motto of inde-
pendent Jamaica, "One of Many,
One People," graphically por-
trays the island's multi-racial
image. It also underscores that,
in spite of the wide variety of
ethnic groups which call that
tropical land home, racial harm-
ony has always been the founda-
tion of its society.
Because of this respect for hu-
man dignity, the Senator pointed
out, it should not come as a sur-
prise that Jarnatcans abhor racial
bigotry anywhere it is found and
are willing to demonstrate that
abhol.rence with meaningful ac-
tion.
The Senator expressed the hope
that, from the agony of the
bombing, there would arise a
new structure, not only a place
of worship, but an international
monument to the memory of the
four who perished- there.
The gesture of moral and fi-
nancial support from the mem-
bers of the Jamaica Labor Party
and the Bustamente Industrial
Trades Union to a phase of our
civil rights struggle will remain
among my cherished memories.
It would be a noble thing If this
example of 2ositive support from
the sunny island of Jamaica set
the stage for similar overseas
contributions to the Sixteenth
Street Baptist Church Rebuilding
Fund, in the name of the inter-
national goodwill and the brother-
hood of all mankind. On behalf of
all people who love Justice and
cherish freedom. I want to thank
Senator Shearer and the people
he so well represents.
Rights Leaders Prestige Grow
RICHMOND, VA. — As I write
this column, the seventh annual
convention of The Southern
Christian Leadership Conference
is just ending. We have been
here for one evening and three
days and nights of some of the
most spirit-filled and inspiring
moments this columnist has ever
experienced.
Two things became obvious to
all of us as these sessions began
with a thrilling banquet with
Georgia's Sen. Leroy Johnson
and the inimitable Dick Gregory,
continued with a masterful key-
note address by my buddy, the
Rev. Wyatt Tee Walker, Dr.
King's executive assistant — then
on to sessions with those two
great American solons, Jack Ja-
vits and Paul Douglas -- on to a,
magnificent message from Dr.
Thomas Kilgore
There was a fine report from
the noted civil rights attorney
Bill Kunstier and a closing ses-
sion which was presided over by
the lovable and eloquent Ralph
Abernathy. Piece de resistance
came the closing night when
Adam Powell exhibited that rare
form which has been his hall-
mark and Dr. King spread the
icing over the cake with an ad-
dress which approached the great
"I have a dream" speech in
Washington. Highlights also in-
cluded the splendid lob done by
Roy Wilkins and the almost-
make-you-cry response by Fred
Shuttlosworth who received a
richly-deserved award.
I GOT CARRIED away—which
is the kind of feeling you got at
this convention.—and forgot that
was beginning to tell you that
two things became obvious to
me. One was outward growth of
SCLC — its great prestige with
the people who rtui America and
the people who make up America.
The second was its outward
growth — in maturity. Here in
SCLC surely are representatives
of a great leadership.
People like Andy Young and
Dorothy Cotton and Jim Bevel
and Jim Lawson and Benard Lee
and Harry Boyle — people like
the golden-voiced Milton Reid
and the dedicated Walter Faunt-
roy — people like the talented.
devoted Ed Clayton and Dora Mc-
Donald and Willie Mackey —
these people just make you feel
as though you haven't done
enough and you will never be
able to do enough in this right-
eous cause.
My travelling companion, my
doctor's wife, the lovely Marion
Bruce Logan, felt the same way—
and when she wasn't getting hap-
py and reacting in a most un-
Catholic way, she was giving
away another hundred bucks of
her husband's money to the civil
rights war chest.
It was a convention which
made us all enriched and re-dedi-
cated to the sacred oath that the
ashes of Sixteenth Street, Bir-




TWO GOOD GREY HEADS
There are two former Negro
high school principals in Mem-
phis who have the right to be
designated as "two fine old
men." The community is for-
tunate to have them still
present.o th B
men are still giving evi-
dence of the keen, alert, and
sharp mental ability which char-
acterized them in their heyday.
Both are still engaged in activi-
ties which would challenge the
energy of many a younger man.
Both have always been noted
for a keen sense of humor and
for appreciation of the human
side of things. They still exhibit
these qualities ... in a mellower
and more kindly manner.
Each man has accomplish-
ments of which he may well be
proud. Each man had courage,
the sense, and agility to over-
come early adverse circum-
stances and achieve outstanding
success in spite of a variety of
handicaps. And each man is still
active in. the community ... de-
spite each one's having passed
the normal allotment of years
most men are supposed to have.
They are two most remarkable
men and rate a community sa-
lute.
IN THE 1920's
Reference is being made to
ex-principals Blair T. Hunt, and
T. J. Johnson. It's been so long
since Mr. Johnson was principal
of Woodstock (Shelby County
Training School) until a whole
generation of county and city
folk haven't even heard about it.
But Mr. Johnson was one of the
best-knnwn and most successful
Negro high scohol principals in
the Mid-South back in the
1920's and early '30's.
He made Woodstock a model
school for Negroes at the time.
He was a power in Negro edu-
cnaetsisoeneal circles all over Ten-
A lot of folk have forgotten,
too, that Mr. Johnson was
among the first and most out-
standing editors and publishers
of a newspaper in Memphis. His
publication, The Memphis Tri-
• angle, was one of the most in-
fluential Negro newspapers in
the Mid-South. It was the Delta
Negro's lowest voice of inspira-
tion and protest. Some of Mr.
Johnson's editorials were shin-
ing examples of journalistic
courage . . . because he wrote
them during a time and on sub-
jects which often went contrary
to the wishes and plans of the
then E. H. Crump-dominated
days in Memphis ... when down
on. Beale Street, where his of-
fice was located, business never
closed till somebody got killed.
OLDEST MINISTER
Mr. Johnson is also an author
of books. He is one of the few
Memphis Negroes who has ever
written a book. His biography
of the late Dr. J. E. Walker is
one of the classic examples of
interpretative writing in the bio-
graphical field. But it will take
the years to bring the apprecia-
tion it deserves.
Also, it will take the years to
bring proper appreciation for
Reverend, Elder, and "profes-
sor" Blair T. Hunt. In the first
place, Mr. Hunt is one of the
few native Negro Memphians
who have achieved greatness in
their own home . . . right here
on the secene. He is the oldest
active minister of a church in
Memphis in point of service.
He has been pastor of the Mis-
sissippi Boulevard Christian
Church over two decades.
Mr. Hunt has built art out-
standing record as an adminis-
trator in the Memphis public
school system . . . serving more
than three decades as a public
school principal. His educational
administration touched the liyes
of more Memphis Negroes than
any other individual. He was
principal of LaRose Elementary
school, when it was the largest
school in the city, from the
standpoint of enrollment. Then
he was principal of Booker T.
Washington High school when
it hgd the largest enrollment of
an Negro high school in the
Mid-South .
the sparks which will light the
way up Freedom Road.
We got a chance to see the al-
ways-smiling C. T. Vivian again
and to peck a kiss on the cheek
of Carole Hoover who does such
a good Job. We must repeat Wyatt
Walker's name because the beau-
tiful organization which under-
girded the convention was —
after all—his headache. He exe-
cuted his Job with real workman-
ship.
But we must say that, with no
disrespect to anyone — including
our beloved leader — our hero
was Daddy King. For the uninti-
ated, Daddy King is Dr. Martin
Luther King, Sr. He seems to












































































• By L. R. MeyersThe Mt. Canaan Choir,
sponsored by Osia Wililams,
sang at the first appreciation
service for Rev. J. A. Dan-
by of St. Phillip AME Church
in Margret.
• • •
Dorothy Jean Colvin return-
ed from a three-week visit
with relatives in Lorain, Ohio.
• • •
Men's Day was celebrated
at Hagood Chapel and New
Bethel Baptist Churches.
• • •
The annual Women's Day






Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Schrib-





were guests of the Festus
Johnsons.
• • •
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St.
Clair attended services at La-
Cross.
• • •
Sick list: Mary Harris was




The Gospelettes of Madison
and the Pilgrim Travelers of
Carbondale gave a musical
program at Shaffer Chapel
AME Church. Marcella Gaffin
Sand James Jamarson, respec-tively, were sponsors.
The affair was given to raise
money for junior choir robes.
• • •
Mt. Olive Baptist Church






Write Prestige Friendship Club P.O.
BoX. 6565. Chicago, iii.. 60610.
the four girls and two boys
killed in Birmingham, Ala. by
racists.
• • •
The Church of God in Christ
served a dinner at the recre-
ation center, Bessie Porch was
sponsor.
• • •
Bernice Brewington and Ev-
elyn Martin have been hired
at the Allen Industry Plant in
Herrin. More persons are ex-
pected to be hired in the fu-
ture.
• • •
Helen Bass Williams is a
member of the Student Coun-
cil and • French teacher at
Southern Illinois University.
UNITY
By MONETTE E. VAUGHN
The Christian Communi-
ty Chorus accompanied mem-
bers of St. James A.M.E.
Church to Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
as guests of the St. James
A.M.E. Church. Rev. Archibald
Mosley, principal of the Dun-
bar 'School and Presiding El-
der of the Cairo E. St. Louis
District of A.M.E. Conference
delivered the sermon.
The Sunday church school of
the Mt. Zion Baptist Church
held its Promotion Day Pro-
gram recently. The adult class
was honored for having the
largest attendance and finan-
cial contribution for the Third
quarter. Monette E. Vaughn is
the Superintendent of the
School and Lester Hays is as-
sistant superintendent.
• • •
The members of Mt. Zion
lioined in the annual rally at
St. John Baptist Church,
Modnds, Ill,
LONELY? BE HAPPY. JOIN TIM'
American Club Box 767. Gary,
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The New Tri-State Defender
236 P. weninston ea,
Memphis. Tennessee
• • •
Jennie V. Byrd, daughter of
Sidney Winston, was united
in marriage to Harry Lenox,
at St. John Baptist Church. in
Mounds. Rev. W. L. Reynolds
performed the ceremony.
• • •
Sick list: Cora Head, Sarah
Hayes, Julia McGinnis, Olean






The Pleasant Grove Clover
Hill Church held its revival
recently. Rev. W. L. Vaughn
of Cairo was guest speaker.
• • •
Sidney Grandberry is in
Dartow, Fla. making funeral
arrangements for his son who
died recently.
• • •
The Davis Beginders and
the Long Star Gospel Singers
of Millington, Tenn, gave a
musical program at Macedonia
M.B. Church.
• • •
Sick list: Manual Howard
and Rev. M. L. Sneed.
STOP! LOOK! WRITE!
IVORY'S PRO141,1b1.1 BUREAU
P. 0. Solt 5261
St. Lout* 16, Me.
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Cornith
By Rev. W. W. Hamilton
Funeral services for Edgar
Wood were held at the Mace-
donia Baptist Church, Rev.
C. J. Lowe officiating. Burial
was in the National Cemetery
with Lusk Funeral Home in
charge.
W AffiED ; MEN. WOMEN. 
ROTS •
Ririe to know what the Bible teaches
about Helmets. Hall. The Divine menet.
The Congregation of nod. etc. Ttaata
& Last M.C. Free. Bible 
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Schooi (Ind.) Boa 401, Mountain
view, Calif,_
24—Boainese OPPorwaHlow
DRUG SUNDRY STORE WITH COM-
piste Iltx equipment for sale WIII
aacrifice because of other intermit • •
doe* not require great amount of
cash Phone WA 5•3151. Benton.
Harbor,Alfh. 
116.--Forsie A Del- Modes 
COUNTRY HAMS, DIEL/CIOITS 0130R-
ell Purer cured. weigh 10 to 20
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W. C. Bargeman, 209 Ildgewood
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mo. 20 acres vacant land. 2 fish
tondo, 112.000 5100 to • S20 mo
2 acres with cottage or, 8. Itevro.
Mink. on 1143, Highwey, sta. dn. Pay.
mont. WrIta: Audrey IdoOheo, 413
Phoenix St., So. Hoven. Mick.
• • •




The names of new faculty
and staff members at Lane
College in Jackson, Tenn. were
announced by the schools
president, Dr. C. A. Kirken-
doll.
A newly created position,
Community."
Fulton Missionary Baptist
Association held its annual
joint service with St. Matthew
Missionary Baptist Church in
Fulton.
Sermons were by Revs.
L. H. Burge of Tupelo, W. W.
Hamilton of Corinth, D. Dan-
iel of Columbus, M. Smith of
Hamilton, M. Lockridge of
Bexar and M. Gibson of
Smithville.
• • •




Rev. J. H. Bailer of Acker-
man was guest speaker for the
two-week revival at Second
Baptist Church.
0 • •
evangelist for the revival at
Griffin Chapel Methodist. Rev.
King is the son of Rev. J. L.
King, Sr.
dean of chapel, was filled by
Rev. Arthur David train Chi-
cago. He will instruct in the
Department of Religion and
philosophy. Rev. David did
undergraduate work at Lane
and received his S.D. from
Phillips School of Theology.
John H. Honour will serve
as Professor of Biology in the
Natural Science Department.
A lative of New York, Mr.
Honour holds a B.A. in Bi-
ology, M.A. in Biology from
the University of Delaware
and a Ph.D. from the Univer-
sity of Minnesota in Human
Anatomy.
In the Humanities Depart-
ment James Perry will serve
as instructor in English and
Literature. He comes to Lane
from New Orleans, La. where
he did both his undergraduate
and graduate work at Xavier
University in English.
Ara Lee Toles is filling the
vacancy of Mrs. F. Washing-
ton who is on leave in the De-
partment of Health and Phy-
sical Education. Mrs. Toles re-
ceived her B.A. in Health and
Physical Education from Jack-
son State College in Jackson,
Rev. Ralph H. King of .did graduate work at South-
Brooksville was the guest ern University in Baton Rouge.
Anna L. Cooke comes to the
college as catalog librarian.
She is a native of Jackson and
did her undergraduate work
at Lane College. She holds a




Supervisor for Oktibbeha re-
signed her position and ac-
cepted one at Jackson State
College.
• • •
Emma Elza of Corinth,
Miss., was the guest speaker
at Griffin Methodist Church
Woman's Day Program spon-
sored by the Woman's Society
of Christian Service.
• • •
Addie Gillespie of St. Louis,
Mo. and Richard Outlaw of
Chicago spent the weekend in
Starkville with their mother,
Mary Spruell Outlaw. Bryant
Outlaw of St. Louis, Mo, was
a weekend guest of his moth-
er, Louise Outlaw of Ebenez-
er.
• • •
Dudley Power of Osborn
died in Felix Long's Memorial
Hospital after a brief illness.
Funeral arrangements are be- commercial cookery, beauty
ing made, culture, electricity, and prac-
tical nursing
• • •
The Willie C. Wests attend-
ed funeral services for his sis-
ter, Georgia Kate Kyles. They
were accompanied by Jerry
McKenny of Columbus, Miss.
One Cannot Cut A Tree
PITTSBURGH — (UPI) —
George Washington received
praise for admitting he had
chopped down a cherry tree
but Stanley Bizzqk, 42, of Kan,
Pa., got a $100 fine.
Bizzak was fined in Federal
Court after he admitted he
chopped down 10 black cherry
trees in the Allegheny Nation-
al Forest in violation of a
Bath Spring, Tenn., preached law forbidding such action.
at Pleasant Grove M.S.
Church. His subject was "We
Are On The Way To A Better
Bizzak also reimbursed the
government for the loss of the
trees. The cost was $568.99.
SMILE PRETTY
The autum flower display on the statehouse grounds In
Des Moines, Iowa provided an attractive background for
the attractive Paula Riley. The 20-year-old green-eyed
blond Is a secretary for the State Tax Commissions. The
flower display is an annual affair.
Secretary for the Division of
Physical and Natural Sciences
is Gladys Brown. A native of
Georgia, Mrs. Brown has had
previous experience as assis-
tant secretary to the Business
Manager at Clark College in
Atlanta and secretary to the
faculty at Albany State Col-
lege in Albany. She received
the B. S. degree from Clark
College.
Viola Easley has been nam-
ed directress of the B. Julian
Smith Residence Hall. A na-
tive of Oklahoma City, Okla.
where she was an outstandinn
church and civic worker, Miss
Easley has done Y.M.C.A. work
and comes to Lane College
from Alabama A. & W. College
where she was directress of
the junior and senior men's
domitory. Her college work




Fred Mosley, Jr. visited
here recently. He and his fam-
ily now reside : Chicago.
Essie Crisp, Katye Tinin and
Charles Crisp are visiting
relatives in Springfield, Ohio
and East Chicago, Ind.
• • •
Bettye King James of Gary
has gone after a two week's
stay with her mother, Martha
King.
• • •
Cpl. Robert Dukes of the
U.S. Army is here for 30 days
before leaving for Germany.
• • •
Pvt. Eddie Barbee will
leave soon for Japan. He is
here visiting his parents and
other relatives.
• • •
Sick list: Andrew Qualls,
Sterling Fowlkes, Georgia El-




died at Parkview Hospital.
She was a lifelong citizen of
Dyersburg. After majoring in
Elementary Education she
came back to Dyer County.
She was a member of the
Bruce School faculty.
• • •
I City Federated Clubs held
:its monthly meeting and
awarded the "Yard Beautiful"
prize to Mrs Burgan Russell
on Harton Ave. Other prizes
awarded were: African Vio-
lets—011ie B. Smith, 1st; 011ie
B. Smith, 2nd, and Esthma
Coleman, 3rd. Natural Fall
Flowers — Ellie Barnes, 1st;
Maggie Gaines, 2nd; and Es-




Cheering wildly as fellow demonstrator Winston Lockett
lays in the street, this group was among 30 demonstrators
arrested in St. Louis as the Coneresss of Racial Equality
Willie B. Porter, 2nd, and
011ie B. Smith, 3rd.
Jackson
By C. A. Agnew
The Donnell Haynes of 729
N. Middleton St. are the proud
parents of a boy, Gregory Ty-
rone Haynes.
• • •
The Mack E. Newsons of 194
Burton are the new parents
of twins, a boy and a girl.
Their names are Gail Ray
and Sherry Kay.
• • •
Services for Sallie Hurt
Greer of 274 Navy St. were
held at Mt. Zion Church, the
Rev. C. R. Williams officiating.
Burial was in Mt. Olive Cem
etery with Ford Morticians in
charge.
Survivors are her husband,
Daley Greer; a son, John Hurt;
a daughter, Nelly Hurt, and
two brothers, Robert and Earl.
Funeral services for Thomas
Fuller were held at Maple
Sprinja Baptist Church, the
Rev. P. T. Northern officiat-
ing. Rawls Funeral Home was
in charge.
• • •
Members of Liberty C.M.E.
Church and the Youth Choirs
attended the Jackson-Mom-
phis-Tenn. Conference of the
C.M.E. Church whiCh was
held at Mt. Pisgah C.M.E.
Church, Memphis, Tenn.
Johnson
By Cortland R. Rhea
Dr. and Mrs. E. S. Kilgore
were called to Jersey City,
N.J. to attend the funeral of
her brother, John A. RolJerts.
• • •
The 25th anniversary of Rev.
S. N. Rogers of Mt. Olive Bap-
tist Church was celebrated re-
cently. Macedonia Baptist
Choir of Greeneville, Friend-
ship Baptist Choir, Mt. Hope
F.B. Holiness Choir, Jones
A.M.E. Choir of Greeneville,
Market Methodist Choir, St.
Paul Methodist Choir of Eliza-
bethton, Gospel Chorus of
Thankful Baptist Church and
the "Echoes of Zion" partici-
pated in the celebration.
• • •
Nathaniel F. Wilson has re-
turned to San Francisco, Calif.
• • •
The Ralph Halls of New
York. N.Y. are visiting rela-
tives here.
• • •
The Frank J. Wilsons visited
Winston-Salem, and States-
ville, N.C. recently.




Rev. A. D. Whitmore, Arch-
ie Woods and Carrie Walker
were dinner guests at the Al-
vin Wiggins.
• • •
Pauline and Barbara Woods,
Mary Hamilton and Charles
Anthony visited Jerline Has-
wsel and family in Humboldt,
Tenn.
• • •
The Robert Harrises visited
the Will Huffmans in Dyers-
burg.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wesley
are the brand new parents of
twin boys. They have not been
named.
The Plum Shockleys, their
granddaughter, Mary Ann and
Maggie Flake visited Nicker-
man, Ky.
• • •
Sick list: Johnny Scott,
Robert Scott and John Wat-
kins.
(CORY,' continued its daily campaign against Jefferson
National Bank and Trust Co., to force the bank officials
to hire more Negroes.
Catholics Consider
Using Wedded Deacons
VATICAN, City — (UPI) —
Missionary Bishop from Africa,
Asia and Latin America urged
the Ecumenical Council to ap-
prove creation of an ordained
order of married deacons to
serve in areas where acute
shortages of priests exist.
The proposal, included in the
draft document "De Ecclessiat"
(about the church), was sharp-
ly attacked by Francis Car-
dinal Spellman of New York
and other conservative coun-
cilfavtehner'"E If you don't need
deacons in your diocese, we do
in o u r s," Negro Archbishop
Bernard Y ago of Abidjan,
West Africa. told the Council.
He said he spoke as the "Voice
Of Africa" on behalf of 40
African bishops.
Similar appeals were made
by Archbishop Jose Maurer of
Bolivia, who spoke in the name
of all the bishops of Bolivia
and 20 other Latin American
bishops; Archbisop Paul Yu-
Pin of Nanking, who spoke
on behalf of 40 missionary bi-
shops from China, Viet Nam,
Korea and Japan, and Arch-
bishop Anton Van Den Hurk
of Medan, Indonesia, on be-
half of 30 Indonesian bishops.
Under the proposal, deacons
would be ordained to carry on
many functions now reserved
for priests, with the exception
of hearing confession and of-
fering mass.
Cardinal Spellman had
warned that an order of mar-
ried deacons might jeopardize
the tradition of celibacy for
the priesthood.
Msgr. Yago said he did not
consider the Cardinal's ob-
jection valid because the call-
ing to the permanent diacon-
ate—was "entirely different"
from the calling to the priest-
hood. He said that older men
probably would be attracted
to the disco.
Mflor. Maurer said the res-
toration of the ancient New
Testament order of non-cell-
b a t • deacons "is absolutely
necessary to the welfare of
the church" in many Latin
American areas where there
Is only one priest for every
5,000 or 13,000 Catholics.
He said the deacons would
enable the church to maintain
contact with many followers
who rarely see a priest.
Msgr. Yu-Pin said the or-
der of deacons would greatly
expand the church's ordained
manpower in Asia and "en-
able us to cope with rapid
population growth."
He reminded the Council that
some of the greatest figures
in the church's history, includ-
ing St. Stephen, the first Chris-
tian martyr, and St. Francis
of Assisi, were deacons and
not priests.
What's Yours Is Mine
PASSAIC, N. J.,—(1.1PD---.
"Is my car ready?" a man
asked a mechanic at Robert
Hoffman Chevrolet, as he
pointed te a 1982 car.
"All ready," was the quick
reply. The man got in and
drove away.
The car's owner arrived
later. Police are looking for
the car and driver.
ST,W.OVIVIIII•Mmoro•ra
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By MARJORIE I ULEN
The calendar notwithstand- president of the local chapter
ing, Memphians have dropped of 
the sorority.
PUBLIC FORUM
"DON'T BE IN THE DARK -
BE INFORMED". . .and those
intriguing words are proclaim-
ed from the announced Forum
Group of the Sarah Brown
Branch Young Women's Christ-
ian Association at 1044 Mis-
sissippi Blvd.. announcing a
panel discussion, "What Quali-
fications and Characteristics
Should Citizens Seek in their
Choice of: Juvenile Court
Judge, Board of Education
• Nevertheless, som e fine members, City Commisionsers
morning we will awake to and Mayor?"
brisk Fall and subsequent
winter weather. Thus we find
it hard to project the steam
which generally flows from
the fact that fashion shows
are showing beautiful clothes.
for the seasons at hand.
Be that as it may, we are
pleased to know that the Mem-
phis Alumni Chapter of DELTA
SIGMA THETA SORORITY
will present EBONY'S FASH-
ION FAIR AMERICANA on
Wednesday, November 13, at
The Auditorium's Music Hall.
The show will feature exciting
designs created by top Amer-
ican designers and also some
utstanding collections from
young Negro designers. In ad-
diton to the American crea-
tions, there will be an assort-
ment of garments from world
famous designers as Eleanora
Garnett, Emilio Schuberth,
Jacques Heim, Mingolini Gu-
genheim,' Christian Dior, Bob
Bugnand, Nina Ricci, Balen-
ciaga, Givenchy and St. Lau-
rent.
the "Indian" from the com-
pound nomenclature of the cur-
rent vernal quarter in nature's
cycle, perferring, instead, to
speak of the "summer" feature
only.
Having again donned our
coolest sleeveless cottons ,it is
hard to believe that this is
the seasons of suits, little
furs, sweaters and all features
of this season's touted "sport-
ive" look.
The public is invited to the
forum and panel discussion on
Tuesday, October 22, at the
YWCA Branch, from 7:30 to
9:00.
Panelists are Mrs. Robert
Shafer of the League of Women
Voters; H. A. Gilliam of the
Universal Life Insurance Com-
pany; Clark Porteous of the
Memphis Press Scimitar Staff;
Attorney George Grider; and
acting as moderator will be
Dr. Jamison Jones, Dean of
Southwestern University.
The forum will be present-
ed by YWCA with assistance
of League of Women Voters.
There is no admission fee...
so, bring your husband, bring
a friend, and bring a voter.
GUESTS OF CASE
UNIVERSITY
MR. A N D MRS. R. B.
THOMPSON of 579 Arrington
had the distinct honor and
pleasure of being the guests of
Case university, outstanding
engineering university, at
Cleveland, Ohio, last week-
This year's show is the sixth end, when parents of the mem-
annual presentation of Ebony hers of the schools football
Fashion Fair, which opened in ieam were invited to attend
September in Wildwood, New last week's game.
Jersey.
From its modest beginning
in 1958, the project, as an-
nounced by John H. Johnson,
Publisher of Ebony Magazine,
-unfolded like a blossom."
Outstanding social and civic
organizations are selected by
Ebony as sponsors in each
city. The sponsoring organiza-
tion is required to donate net
proceeds to a worthy charity.
In the five previous years
showings in some 254 cities,
more than $600,000 has been
The Thompson's son, Albert
Russell Thompson, honor grad-
uate of Manassas High School
and w inner of an $8.000
scholarship, is one of the five
seniors on the Case team and
the only Negro. Mr. and Mrs.
Thompson, likewise were the
only Negro guests that week-
end. They left by plane last
Friday evening, on the all-ex-
pense paid trip, and were hous-
ed in a Holiday Inn Motel.
Albert is an honor student
at the university and is an as-
donated to such worthy chari- sistant teacher this semester.
ties as United Negro College We are very proud of the ac-
Fund, Urban League, Mental complishments of this outstand-
Health, Community Boys Clubs ing young Memphian, and are
and hospitals. happy to share the joy of his
The Alows have received na- parents at this time.
tional acclaim from civic and Mr. Thompson is the genial
social leaders as well as the principal of, Carver High
national press. The very nature School
of the shows and the high ATTEND INAUGURATION
caliber of the viewing audi- MISS RAMELLE EDDINS,
ences which include social and home economics instructor at
civic leaders, professional men Manassas High School left last
and women and the successful Thursday for Frankfort, Ky.,
women of the business world to see Dr. Carl M. Hill installed
makes it vital that only the as president of Kentucky State
best and latest in high fash- College at Frankfort on Friday,
ions be included. This highly October 11, at 10 a. m.
selected economic group repro- Dr. Jerome H. Holland, presi-
sents a $20 billion Negro mar- dent of Hampton Institute de-
ket. livered the inauguration lunch-
The show will feature 10 too eon address.
female models and two male l We hope to have full cover-
models. The high fashion.age of this outstanding event,
models change into completely as related by Miss Eddins in
different cost um es every out next issue.
minute. Included in this year's WEEK-END VISITORS
wardrobe will be garments of Week-end guests of Mr. and
ever y distinction including [Mrs. Williams Roberts or 2024
fabulous play clothes. ball ,South Parkway East were Mrs.
gowns and street wear. ThOtoberts' sister and brother-in-
entire troop of 20 travel by
chartered bus. ,.vhich is re-
novated to accommodate the
more than 200 garments, 60
pairs of shoes and scenetry.
Mrs. A. W Willis is the ge-
neral chairman of the Mem-
phis and Delta presentation of
.M.ony's Fashion Fair Amer-
icana. Mrs. Fred Osborne is
law, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
House of Detroit. Mich. Mr
House is a well-known rea
estate broker and FHA hous-
ing appraiser in Detroit. The
couple are the parents of Mrs.
Gladys H. Reuben, Dr. Walter
House, Jr. and Atty, Claudia
House Shropshire.
Motoring South, Mr. and
Only from SPEAS Can Come
ADVERTISED IN LIFE' OUR 75th YEAR
FORUM
Don't Vote in the Dark ...
Be Informed
Tuesday, October 22. 1963 130 P.M. to 9:00
PANELIST
Mrs. Robert Schafer Mr Clark Porteous
Mr. H. A. Gilliam Attorney George Grinder







BADEN - BADEN, Germany —
(UPI) — The chief of the South
African Olympic Committee
"guaranteed" that all athletes
of the required standard, white
or colored, would be named to
the South African team for
the 1964 olympics.
But other delegates attend-
ing the 60th session of the
International Olympics Com-
mittee here feared that the
South A f r ica n government
athletes from the National
squad and the Republic's chan-
ces of remaining in the IOC
would continue to ban colored
appeared dim.
Frank Braun, leader of the
South African party, said "we
have filed a 50-page report to
all members of the IOC here.
The main point is that we
guarantee that no athlete of
Olympic standard will be re-
fused permission to participate
in Tokyo. He only has to qual-
ify for it.
"It doesn't matter whether
he is white, yellow or brown.
We want no politics and racial
discrimination in sports, so we
are very optimistic that we
will not be excluded from
Olympic competition," he said.
But delegates from other
African countries told United
Press International that the re-
port includes a sub-section is-
sued by the South African
Ministry of the Interior to the
effect that "every application
to join the Olympic team for
Tokyo will be treated on its
merits in the light of govern-
ment policy."
This they argued, is "Ex-
actly where the situation stood
one year back when the South
African Olympic Committee
was warned that it faced ex-
pulsion unless colored athletes
were guaranteed exit visas for
Tokyo.
BEING CROWNED
Being crowned the Queen of Lester High
school is Miss Claudette Tucker. a senior
She is being crowned by a former queen,
Miss Eunice Trotter who is now a teacher
at Hyde Park school. Attendant at the
left is Miss Eunice Logan and at the right
Is Miss Mary Hill. The crowning took place
during Homecoming celebration. Lester fac-
ulty members in charge of the celebrations
were Coach Herman L. O'Neil and Mrs.
D. S. Ray, co-chairmen of the Homecom-
ing Committee. Other committee members
were: W. G. Cowser, game activities; Mrs.
F. M. Duvall and Mrs. E. K. Romby, pub-
licity; Mrs. M. H. Sanders, program; Mrs.
M. F. Jones, ushers and court; Mrs. N. M.
LaGrone, reception; Mrs. B. C. Washburn,
football queen; G. W. Cox, parade; P. L.
Washington and J. C. Peacock, decoration;
I. W. McIntyre, coronation ball. Principal
of Lester High School is Robert H. Mor-
ris,
TSU Faces Strong Central State
Saturday; Freshm Will Work
By EARL S. CLANTON, III backs at home, the Merritt-
NASHVILLE — Coach John
a Merrit is continuing to re-
shuffle the Tigers hoping to
come up with a winning com-
bination for his game this
Saturday against Central State
eleven in W. J. Hale Stadium.
Suffering two straight set-
coached Tennessee State elev-
en is now 1-2 on the season
and Central State Marauders
will invade Nashville with a
4-1 season.
"We welcomed this week's
rest," Coach Merrit revealed,
"this will give us time to
Liston May Meet Henry Cooper
Whom Clay Stopped In Europe
By JOHN J. SANKO
DENVER — (UPI) — Heavy-
weight Boxing Champion Son-
ny Liston said he is willing to
fight either British Empire
Heavyweight Champion Brian
London or London's fellow
Englishman Henry Cooper in
Denver this winter.
"Either one don't make no
difference," Liston told United
Press International.
Denver promoter Milt Will-
ner, Sonny's new "press rep-
resentative." said he would
promote the fight. Winner
said he hoped it could be held
some time before Christmas
at the Denver Coliseum.
Willner said terms of the
fight had not been worked out.
But he promised they would
be "lucrative for everybody."
Willner said Cassius Clay
would have to wait until next
year. He said Liston will not
fight Clay because of tax rea-
sons.
A fight which will draw the
kind of gate and make the
kind of money a Liston-Clay
bout is expected to "is a fight
we can't afford this year,"
Willner said.
Willner said he had receiv-
ed Liston's confirmation for
the fight this morning and
would wire London a n d
i Cooper today. He said the
;bout would be the only fight
Liston will have this winter.
Winner said no date could
was
Mrs. House stopped in Nash-
ville to see their grandson,
Walter House III, who is at-
tending Tennessee State Uni-
versity. From Memphis, they
will go to Pickens, Miss., where
Mr. House has plantation hold-
ings.
be set for the match until he
heard from London and Cooper.
"We've ready anytime," he
said.
Sonny began training at 5
A.M. this morning with a run
around city park in East Den-
ver. It was the first workout
for Liston since he defeated
former heavyweight champion
Floyd Patterson two months
ago.
Willner said the match
would be broadcast either over
closed-circuit television or
home TV, depending on which
offer were better.
Liston returned to his home
at Denver last month after
breaking off a tour of Europe.
He explained at a press con-
ference Oct. 2 that a combina-
tion of fatigue and embarrass-
ment about racial troubles in
the U.S. had prevented him
from continuing.
He returned Sept. 18 and
held the news conference Oct.
2 to break his puzzling silence.
Willner required newsmen to
submit written questions, and
said later he would insist on
this procedure in future con-
ferences.
The Denver coliseum norm-
ally seats around 10,000. Of-
ficials at the stadium said
extra seats could be added,
however, to bring it up to
about 15,000.
Patterson has knocked out
London previoukly, and Clay





WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The Washington Senators an-
nounced the purchase of catch-
er Tony Brumley from the Los
Angeles Dodgers for an un-
specified price.
Brumley, a 25-year-old left-
handed hitter, batted .292 with
Spokane of the Pacific Coast
League this season and .283
with Omaha in the American
Association last year. He was
named to the league All-Star
teams in both 1962 and 1963.
NOW LEARN
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revamp our offense and espe-
cially the time we need to
find a new offensive group."
FRESHMEN TO WORK
From the latest move,
Coach Merrit will be shoving
more work on several fresh-
men. Freshman speedster
Nolan Smith, 160 - pounder
from Jackson, Miss., who elec-
trified the homefolks with an
80-yard punt return against
Grambljng, is tabbed for a
halfback starting role. Mem-
phis-born freshman signal cal-
ler Howard Finley, will see
more action spelling senior
Dave Boone.
"We are going to the air a
lot more," Coach Merrit ex-
plained. "It takes time to get
a new system installed. The
system was new to the boys
and I was new to the boys,
but we are getting to know
each other much better now,
and we can open up with our
own offense now."
Coach Merritt found what he
thinks is a phenomenal re-
ceiver in freshman Bill Tucker,
6-2, 210-ppunder from Weirton,
W. Va. ,
Against Grambling. Tucker,
converted from halfback to
end, caught five passes and




Mrs. M. 0. Bennett, a mem-
ber of the National Board of
the YWCA, was the speaker
at the September luncheon of
the Sarah, H. Brown branch
of the YWCA, and more than
70 members were present to
hear her.
Mrs. Bennett was one of 300
women who attended the
White House Conference on
Civil Rights this summer
along with the national head
of every woman's organization
in the country. She was a rep-
resentative of the National
Public Affairs Committee of
the YWCA.
Presiding at the luncheon
was Mrs. P. F. Carruthers.
Mrs. Annie L. Higgins intro-
duced the speaker.
Others on the program were
Mrs. Mary D. King, Mrs. Anna
Owen and Mrs. Eva Hamilton.
Door prize activities were con-
ducted by Mrs. E. J. Campbell.
Mrs. Bennett said that Pres-
ident Kennedy presented prob-
lems which he felt would be
of interest to women, and ask-
ed that each would work with
all groups in her community
to provide justice and peace.
She said the President ask-
ed that the goals be reached




The Memphis Alumni chap-
ter of Delta Sigma Theta so-
rority will present toe Ebony
Fashion Fair "Americana" on
Wednesday, Nov. 12, at Music
Hall of the City Auditorium.
Proceeds from this show will
be used to provide schclar-
ship,: for worthy high school
graduates.
The show takes on the
Americana theme with out-
standing designs created by
top American Oesigners and
also features some collections
from young Negro designers.
In addition to the American
creations, there will be an
assortment of garments from
such world famous designers
as Eleanora Garnett, Emilio
Schuberth, Jacques Heim. Min-
golini Gugenheim, Claude Ri-
vere, Christian Dior, Bob
Bugnand and Miss Ricci.
Heading this show as enair-
man is Mrs. A. W. Willis; Mts.
V. A. Smith is ticket chair-
man; Mrs. M. A. Walker is
housing chairman and Mrs. F.
D. Hooks is publicity chair-
man. Tickets are available at
Goldsmith's and through mem-
bers of the sorority.
organizations and member-
ships in the work of human
relations committees; (2) the
establishment of leadership
training for all woenen in in-
tergroup cooperation; (3) sup-
porting where conviction and
program permit, all or part
of proposed legislative pro-
gram on civil rights, and es-
pecially the public accommo-
dations section; (4) the open-
ing of all organizations to
women of all races, and (5)
the elimination of school drop-
outs by the promotion of a
program designed to get all
educable children back in
school and keep present onesaik
in school. 110,
Mrs. Bennett said that the
YWCA was the only organiza-
tion which the President men-
tioned by name and commend-
ed by him for its work in the
field of human relations dur-
ing the year. She suggested
that YW-Wives write to Sen-
ators and Congressmen letting
them know of their wishes.
Present at the meeting were
Mesdames Gertrude Arm-
strong, Willie Aldridge, Marie
Brown, Clide Bardwell, Lu
tishia Brown, A. Bradfield,
Maud D. Bright, Bessie Corum,
W. M. Coleman, Effie Cum-
mings, E. J. Campbell, Carolyn
Cash, Ruth Collins, Martha:
Dulaney, Effie Flagg and
Laura Harris.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Andrew .
Henry, Mesdames E. E. Hill,
Alice Hayden, Eva Hamilton/1)
Willette Humphrey, Myrtle‘7
Johnson, T. J. Johnson, Pearl
Jefferson, Lillie Jones, Aman-
da Jones, Narcissa Jones, Mary
D. King and 011ie Lett.
An d Mesdames Ernestine,
Lindsey, Beulah Lewis, Mary
Lewis, Ida Lenoir, Lucille Mat-
thews, Eva Mebane, Carrie
McLeod, Alice Ruth Mino r,
C. Mickle, M. J. Owen, Addie
G. Owen, branch director; Ab-
bie Rule, Cleo Robinson, W.
0. Speight and U. R. Smith.
Also Mesdames Parthenia
Silmon, Effie Satterfield, Rus-
sel B. Sugarmon, Sr., Mary
Thomas, Bernice Thomas, Pau-
line Taylor, Inez Wallace Ern-
estine Wallace, C. L. Waller,
Emma Warren, Fannie Wil-
liams, Amanda Woodfin, T. H.
Watkins, Osie Taylor, Miss
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The P.T.A. of Merry High
school had its first Family
Night Program on last Tues-
day night in the school library
with Mrs. Beatrice Bond serv-
ing as program chairman. The
theme used for the evening
was: "Raising the Prestige of
Merry High School."
The devotion was given by
the Student Council with Lo-
zo Tyson in charge and
ona Savage at the piano.
There was a panel discus-
sion consisting of parents and
students with Rev. C. N. Ricks
as moderator., The topics dis-
cussed were: "Raising the Pres-
tige of Merry High School
Through the Home. Church and
School" by Marvin Cathy,
"Raising the Prestige of Merry
High School through Better
Relationship Between Parents
and the Child Through Guid-
ance and Understanding" by
Mrs. M. L. Womack, guidance
counselor far Merry High;
"How the Student Can Help
Raise the Prestige of the
School Through the Home" by
Walter Newbern, president of
the junior class; "How the
Student Can Help Raise the
Prestige of the School Through
the Church" by Essie Shaw,
member of the 11th grade
Was; and "How the Student
Can Raise the Prestige of the
School Through Better Re-
lationship Between Parent and
Child Through Guidance and
Understanding" by Odessa
Davis, president of the Stu-
dent Council.
With the number of parents
present; it is felt that this
type of meeting caused them
all to think and a closer re-
lationship will be had with
the school in helping to make
the students of the school what
they should be.
President of the P.T.A. is
Mrs. LaVerne Bledsoe who has
had a wealth of experience
The warm October sun and
the beautiful Harvest Moon
Mei most things tranquil in the
Widens — one exception —
the opening of. the Lakeview
Gardens Shopping Center!
Everybody's excited and say-
ing,, "Have you been to the
ahopping center?"
This ultra modern conven-
ience is a welcome sight for
us, with its laundry-cleaning
village, barber and beauty
shops, a supermarket and the
offices of Peace Realty Com-
pany established therein.
In the recent "March for
Leukemia," teenagers Shirley
Peace, Patricia Cash, Patricia
Tucker, Sylvia Hence, Jeanette
McVay, Claudette Hence,
Pamela Starks, Gloria Suttles,
Carol Earls, Shelia McMillan,
Moses Peace, Sam Peace, Jr.
and Yolanda Bennington, went
over the fosty dollar mark in
their efforts to aid in the fight
working with P.T.A. groups,
locally as well as on the state
level. Mrs. M. B. Davis is ad-
visor to the Student Council
who did an excellent job in
helping to make the program
a success. Remarks were given
by the principal, T. R. White
at the close of the program.
SORORITY NEWS
It was indeed a delightful
meeting for the Jackson
Alumnae chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. on
Saturday Oct. 4. The setting
was Kyles Kozv Kitchen with
Mesdames Bertha Collins, Mil-
dred Hay and Mildred Manuel
serving as hostesses.
The business session was,
conducted by the energetic'
president, Mrs. E. M. Perry.
Approximately 25 aorors were
Present when continued plans
for an exciting year were dis-
cussed. In the community ser-
vice area the milk project at
Washington-Douglas School for
handicapped children will be
:continued.
I The annual Christmas proj-
ect, that of selling Christmas
cards, will get underway in
November with proceeds going
for the Children's Christmas
party and baskets for the
under privileged. A delicious
menu was served by the staff
of Kyles to climax the meet-
ing.
When the annual Conference
of the First Episcopal District
of the C.M.E. Church met in
Memphis, Tennessee last week,
several laymen from Jackson
were in attendance.
They included Mrs. Marie
Penn, Mrs. Pricella Hawkins,
Mrs. G. V. Adams, along with
her husband, Rev. Adams, and
L. R. Cunningham. Mr. and
Mrs. 0. W. Hewitt attended
the banquet on Friday night.
Members eaf St. Paul C.M.E.
church were happy to get their
pastor, Rev. J. D. Atwater, back
for another year.
against this dreaded disease.
These youngsters are to be
highly commended fur the as-
sistance they have rendered
toward research in this field.
• • •
Billy Little and Pamela Jo
Atkins have celebrated first
birthdays — last week and
this week respectively. We
wish for them many, many
more happy returns!
• • •
Ivan DeWayne, cherubic lit-
tle sort of Mi. an, Mrs. Harold
Goodrich on Honduras Drive,
made his entre last Monday.
October 7th. Roth mother and
son are in the pink! Congrat-
ulations are extended to
Harold and Verastine.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. James M.
Smith of 193 Honduras Drive
suffered the loss of a dear aunt
in Ruston, La., last week.,
Our sympathy is extended
to this family.
tlegro Turncoat Faced
Sonny Liston, renter, embraces Ills mo-
ther-In law. WO. Eva Crawford, left, and
wife, Geraldine, in family pose as he dis-
cusses his plans for winter. Sonny has •n-




well said near the deadline
for another showdown with
integration leaders that he
would never bow to pressure
in the hiring of Negro police-
men.
Boutwe I l's executive as-
sistant, W. C. Hamilton, ex-
plained that it would be "im-
possible" anyway to employ
even one Negro officer by
the deadline . one week front
Monday - set by Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., as the price
for refraining from new racial
demonstrations.
King and the Rev. Fred L.
Shuttlesworth, head of the
'unwed he'll encase In under bout a ith
one of two Britten sees, Brian London or
Henry Cooper, perlittps in Denver, where
this picture was taken.
Birmingham Integration Move-
ment although he is pastor
of a church in Cincinnati,
Ohio, were due in town later.
They were to confer with as-
sociates about the advisability
of calling Negroes into the
streets once more to back up
integration demands. A rally
was scheduled.
•
Hamilton said civil service
regulations require about six
weeks to clear prospective
policemen for employment and
therefore "it would take an
act of the legislature to hire
Negro policemen" by King's
deadline.
King a rid Shuttleaworth
have demanded that the city
hire at least 25 Negro officers
within two weeks from last
Tuesday's time of their
demand.
Candidates' Qualifications
Subject Of Panel At YMCA
The Forum Committee of
the Young Women's Christian
Association, Sarah Brown
branch, will present a discus-
sion on the qualifications of
candidates for public office
on Tuesday, Oct. 22. at the
branch at 1044 Mississippi
blvd., at 7:30 p. m., and the
public is invited.
The discussion is being pre-
sented by the YWCA in affili-
ation with the Memphis
;League of Women Voters.
Undesirable' Discharge
BERLIN, — (UPI) An
American Negro soldier the
Communists claimed defect-
ed to East Germany was
being discharged for "un-
desirable moral traits," a
U. S. Army spokesman said.
The Army said Pvt.
Heinrich James Newton, 27,
of Virginia, Idaho, had been
absent without leave from
his unit, 78th Battalion
Headquarters Company of
7th Army Support Command the soldier was a file clerk Forty-three years ago underiat Karlsruhe since Oct. 5. at Karlsruhe but had no the direction of a dedicatedNewton was about to be access to security files. layman the Mississippi Blvd.,
sent back to the United Christian church had its begin.
States for discharge beceura p
"undesirable coeduct,"
the spokesmen robe A of Christian worshipers at 978rrest Mississippi Blvd. The building
fling as a small congregation
of es 
was a delapidated frame strue.
ture that had formerly served
as the location of a white
Christian church.
COLOR A DO SPRINGS Mississippi Blvd. Christian
Colo., — (UPI) — Asst. Dep. church today is probably one
U. S. Atty. Gen. Joseph Dolan of the most influential church.
said the FBI was currently es in Memphis. Its growth in
investigating the case of a Den- membership has been steady.
ver "freedom rider" being its chrietian service influence
held without bail in Georgia In the community has been
on a charge of inciting an constant thru the years, its
insurrection, property improvement has kept
John Perdew, 21, a Harvard Pace with the changing times
University student, was sr- Henry L. Jackson and Mrs.
rested in Americus, Ga., after LaBlanche Jackson (no rela-
he allegedly participated in tion) , have been chosen as
demonstrations protesting ra. chairman and co-chairman of
cial conditions. the Fopnders Day Program
.Dolan made the remarks at next Sunday, Oct. 20. The
the annual convention of the pastor. Elder Blair T. Hunt,
Colorado Bar Association in tion more than 40 years, will
'Colorado Springs. Dolan eery- deliver a special sermon on the
ed as a trouble shooter for the subject, "A SPIRITUAL SA-
attorney general's office dur- LUTE TO OUR FOUNDERS."
int the recent Alebatra riot-
ing. Never Made ItDolan also told lawyers at
the meeting the emerging CHELTENHAM, England —
new political leaders in the (UPI) — Motorcyclist Robert
South were not "Faubus or Newman, 20, was killed In a
Ross Bernett types," but hiehway crash en route eie a
those who have largely ac- party to announce his engage-
cepted deasgregatron. ment.
Panelists will discuss "What
Qualifications and Character-
The Communist Ea st istics Should Citizens Seek in
German news service ADN Their Choice of Juvenile Court
announced Newton had de- Judge, Board of Education
fected and had asked for Members, City Commissioners
political asylum. The soldier and Mayor?"
charged he was exposed to Panelists and their topics
"constant chicaneries" be- are: Mrs. Robert Shafer,
cause of his race, ADN said.
Newton intended to "build
a new life and support the
liberation battle of Amer-
ican Negroes from East
Germany," ADN said.
The Army spokesman said
Of Student
1"Juvenile Court Judge;" H. A.
'
!Gilliam, Universal Life !new-
ance company, "Board of Ed-
ucation Members;" Clark Por-
,teous, Memphis Press-Scimitar,
"City Commissioners:" a n d
iGeorge Grider, "The Mayor."
THE MODERATOR
Dr. Jameson Jones, dean of
iSouthwestern university. will
!serve as moderator for the
discussion.
The sponsors are urging theI public to attend "in order to
become enlightened."
The meeting will not serve
as a sounding board for any
of the candidates, and no poli-
ticking will be allowed on
YWCA premises.
Mrs. Houston Collier is For-
um Committee chairman and
Mrs. Addle Owen, executive
League of Women Voters, director of the branch.
-
Special music will be feritur- located at 1558 Britten.ed.
Foundes included the late
Dr, J. E. Walker, M, W. Bon-
ner, Dr. W. H. Luster E. E
Bright, Mr. Smiter, Mrs. Lelia
Walker and Miss Reale Craw-
ford a Mace° Walker and Mrs.
Johnetta Hozay, Dr. A. Maceo
Walker. is Board Chairman,
formerly held by his father.
Under his leadership an impro-
vement debt of $55,000 made
two years ago has been re-
duced to $13,000. The Founders
Day Program will serve to
further reduce this debt. They
have also expressed the hope
that the general public will
share largely in this effort.
The following committees are
in charge ef various phases of
the program.
The State of Tennes\Jee is
the "first in the nation" to
start a health mobilization
(Civil Defense) Medical Self-
Help Training program in all
county high schools, announces
James fl. Littlejohn, director of
Health Mobilization for the
state.
This training program is
devised to train individuals
how to care for themselves, in
an emergency, in the 
alasensof professional medica  asso, Negro Ministersi,
tance. It is not intended is
take the place of professiona: Adopt Manifestomedical service if available.
As an integral part of the
Health Mobilization phase of
the National Defense Pre-
paredness Program it is the
ultimate aim to have at least
one member of every family
receive this training in Medical
Se!! Help. All county Super-
intendents of schools have ac-
cepted this program for in-
clusion in high school cur-
ricunluml addition to county high
schools, city a n d private
schools throughout. the State
are rapidly accepting the pro-
grant. Efforts are being made
by Civil Defense Directors
and all County Health Depart-
ments in the state to pro-
mote classes among people of city judgeships. Ministers of all
every community. the ministerial organizations
Further information may be are expected to adopt the rea-
obtained by contacting J. II. °Miens.
Littlejohn, state director Chairmen are: Rev. A. E.
Health Mobilization, 250 Cor- Campbell, Rev. S. A. Owen.
dell Hull building, State
Department of Public Health,
Nashville 3, Tenn., or your
local County Health Depart-




Tommy Parket., Jr., a for-
mer employee of the Tri State
Defender, was quietly mar-
ried to Miss Osie Barnes at
her home in Charleston, Mirk
last Sunday afternoon. Offi-
ciating was Rev. Hollis, grand-
father of the bride.
The bride is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Jeffer-
les of Charleston. She is pres-
ently attending Griggs Busi-
ness College in Memphis.
The bridegroom is thy son
of Mr. and 'Mrs. Tommy Park-
er, Sr.. of 208 N. 14th Si.,
West Memphis, Ark.
The young couple will es-





tives of the South Division of
the Chickasaw Council, met
with the division officials to
outline plans and troubleshoot
problems within the South
area.
Major topics discussed were:
Advancement, Training, Fi-
nance, Scout-O-Rama, Camp-
ing and Activities, Neighbor.
hood Commissioner Assign-
ments, and new Troop pros.
poets.
Each month these represen-
tatives meet the second Tues-
day, at the N. J. Ford & Sons
Funeral Home to face squarely
the increasing problems of
getting Scouting to more boys
and meeting their needs in
changing times.
The men present ut the Oc-
tober 8 meeting were:
N. J. Ford, chairman; John
Story, vice chairman; Jessie
Sinclair, cemping and activi-
ties; Homer Mitchell, leader-
ship training; D. K. Rogers,
commissioner, and 11 uf us
Jones, finance.
Other men present were:
D. N. Carrouthers, Golden
Methodist; Leverenee Yeney,
Lincoln Junior High; Zeb Hill
and John Coleman, Riverview
school; Hardin Jones, Sr., Wal-
ter Brooks, Ellis Ingram, St.
Peter Baptist church; George
Washington, Paul Brandon,
Mt. Zion Baptist church; Theo
Spearman and Bernie Lee,
Martin Temple C. M. E.





Annual Choir Day was ob-
served last Sunday at the
Prince of Peace Baptist church
Mrs. Clara Harris is choir
president, and Rev. James
Trueheart past-or of the
church.
Ala. Co-Ed 'Watched
At Dixie Grid Game
TUSCALOOSA, Ala...(UPI)
—Vivian Malone, the Univer-
sity of Alabama' only Negro
student, witnessed her first
Crimson Tide football game
this weekend.
The 20-year-old coed at.
tended the Alabama-Florida
game Saturday accompanied
by two white girls and two
federal marshals,
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
For Election
The Baptist Ministers con-
ference met recently at the
Atlanta Life Insurance Co., and
voted unamiously on a "Mani-
festo" of principles and poli-
cies as offered by Rev. W.
Herbert Brewster, setting forth
their intentions relative to the
muncipal election. All of the
mayoralty were present and
spoke, Judge William Ingram,
Sheriff Hinds, Commissioner
Farris. All the Negro candi-
dates for the school board, Dr.
Hollis Price, Rev. A. W. Wil-
liamson, Dr. Vasco Smith, Jr.,
also spoke, and Rev. Ben
Hooks candidate for one of the
Protest Barnett's
Visit To Wisc.
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — The
Milwaukee chapter of the
Congress of Racial Equality
(CORE) said it would protest
the appearance at La Crosse
State College Wednesday of
Mississippi Gov. Ross Barnett,
Associate Prof. Cornelius
Golightly of the University of
Wisconsin-Milwankee, told the
association of Marquette Uni-
versity women Saturday that
legislation banning discrim-
ination in housing would do
little good until Negroes "had
the means of making money"
to afford adequate housing.
CHURCH NEWS
Hoinecommg at Morning Star
was one long to be remember-
ed, for the fellowship, the
spiritual uplift and the good
food, made the day it perfect
one.
The morning message was
delivered by the pastor, and it
was a soul stirring one ac-
companied by some good sing-
ing, and then everyone was
invited to sit down at tables
of good chickenbarbecue with
all the trimmings coffee and
luscious pie. This was a free
dinner at the expense of the
church and the committee
headed by Mrs. Louise Croom.
Rev. Hobkins, pastor of the
Baptist church in Belle and St.
James in °blurt was there
with choirs from each church,
who too enjoyed the delicious
servings.
The afternoon message was
delivered by Rev. Hobkins,
following is beautiful devotion
by Mrs. Tennessee Robinson
and Mrs. J. H. Mathis. One
highlight of the afternoon was
brief histories of the church
by Deacons Semon Reid and
Willie Jones. Everyone was





I know you are interested in
the welfare of our youth and
our little ones. In bygone years
I was engaged in school work.
I learned then that teachers
anci principals are sincerely in-
terested in child.life
a wunrk in a was/ similar to
At present I am engaged in
yours. My field now is a ifeld
of probation, sat/aging our
youth. Thls. work is led by one
who was formerly with our
schools, a teacher and later
director of the department
working for the adjustment of
children. Then we called her
Miss McCain, now Judge Mc.
Cain.
Judge McCain is trained, ex-
perienced, fair and impartial.
Sometimes she portrays. gran-
ite in her firmness, yet alwaye
seasoning justice with mercy.
She is on call twenty-four
hours daily.
Some may say "she is not
tough; she ought to send all
these boys and girls to a penal
institution." Sending all boyi
BEAm
and girls to a pera:. instituton
is not the answer. '
Personally I don't want to
sec our boys and girls rail.
roaded to an institution and
made worse by experiences
there.' You and I want our
boys and girls saved.
Judge McCain has salvaged
through probation a multitude
of our boys and girls. Not only
this but she takes into her
heart a multitude. of little ones
deserated by parents, also un-
wed mothers and mothers
whose children are non-sup-
ported by fathers.
It seems to me Ciere is more
•
successful day with happy
people
NEW NURSE
Mrs. Delores Dennis, niece
of Messers Croom and Thomas,
was among the seventeen to
be honored at the first gra-
duation exercises of the Madi-
son General hospital in Jack-
son, Ten .
It is quite an inspiration to
know that our young women
can avail themselves of the
opportunity of taking nurse
training as close as Jackson.
Congratulations to Mrs. Den-
nis.
Bobbie Nesbitt was stneken
at the youth meeting in Mem-
phis at Mt. Pisgah church.
After having received treat-
ment, he was beought home
where he is recuperating.
Miss Mable Northeross, form
Homer G. Phillips hospital in
St. Louis, surprised her family
with a brief visit to see her
ailing tether Alone° Northeross
and her sister, Lila.
Gillespie Kindergarten is
open in full swing, and parents
are requested to get their
children off the streets and
into school for the winter





tliderneeS III the !Walt of a
woman than in a man's heart.
It Seeing we men bend toward
brutality. We need less brutal-
illy for our young ones and
more understanding. Judge
McCain is trained for her
work. Let us keep a trained
judge in our Juvenile Court.
Let us not exchange experi-
ence let' inexperience,
herefore, we beg of you to
re-elect this fine, well train-
ed, experienced, impartial
Judge McCain.
Your support is solicited.
The youth and little ones
whom she has helped can't
vote November 7th, but in
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THE CISCO KID • • •
THAT SHE 15 A SMOOTH
DANCER AND THE PERPEc
COAFAKIION FOR A
BuGGY RIPE IN THE
MOONLIGHT
Felix The Cat
WHAT APPLE; ARE TWEE
FOtZ A QUARTER AT
THE MARKET ,?
HENRY
MR. JONES, I WANT




(I:40W wONFE12 IF I REALLY&OT A 6,0017 BUY AT THAT  LITTLE FRUIT
I SuPPOSE IM JUST A SILLY
GIRL, BUT THAT FELLOW
BULL BULL LOOSZ AWFUL
MEAN ANP DANGEROUS
I'VE GOT A JOB FOR NAP I WANT
YOU TO SHADOW THE HOMBRE
CALLED BULL BULL! BUT DONT LET
HIM CATCH ',W AT IT OR HE'LL
BREAK YOU IN PiECES
I'LL HAVE TO COum-r
T1.-1M TO FIND OUT...
101,102,103...
roll io r- II •
c-';',„',„,c,:,,,— itENRY's DEPARTMINT STORE.
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WINDOW SPRAY YOU















S IMPOSSIBLE! STOP IT















\WORK! WE'LL HAVE TO
FIND A MORE SUBTLE
WAY TO GET THE
INFORMATION OUT
OF HIM!
HOWALTON STUDENTS IN TV PRODUCTION
Sixth and seventh graders of Howalton Day School, 4650
S. Dearborn at., were thrilled with the workings of a real
live television studio when they rehearsed for the pro-
dUction "WGnderful World" set for presentation over
CBS Channel 11. Saturday, Oct. 12. The Howalton stu-
dents, directe(by Mrs. Albertine Guy and Mrs. Teajhater
Baxter, will render two numbers. Miss Mimi Shaw, who
studied at Howalton through the sixth grade, will give
a documentary on SNCC. A graduate of University
 of.,
Chicago, she now holds the post of Production Assistant,
Dept. of Radio and Television of Church Federation of
Chicago.
ADC Rolls Drop Again In September: Hilliard
The Public Assistance rolls
of Cook County decreased by
522 persons during September,
Raymond M. Hilliard, direc-
tor of the Cook County De-
partment of Public Aid, re-
ported.
There were 268,828 persons
receiving public assistance
during the month compared t9
269,350 in August.
The drop affected all pro-
grams with the exception of
Blind Assistance, which in-
creased by two persons.
"The largest decrease. 220
persons, occurred in the Aid
to Dependent Children pro-
gram," Hilliard said. "It was
followed closely by General
Assistance which had 208
fewer persons than in August.
The Disability Assistance pro-
gram decreased by 58 persons
and the Old Age Assistance
rolls by 38 persons."
Expenditures for the five
programs totaled $14,962,989,
representing a decrease of
$132,864 over August expendi-
tures of $15,095,853.
"We are particularly pleased
with the decrease in the Gen-
eral Assistance program," Hil-
liard said. "This program rose
sharply during July and Au-
gust and the current drop can
be attributed in large part to
the success of our training
programs."
Although the applications
for General Assistance totaled
3,513 in September compared
to 3,917 in August, Hilliard
pointed out that there were
two additional working days
in August and the average
number of applications per
working day for the two
months were almost the same
—178 in August and 176 in
September, indicating no drop
in applications for General
Assistance.
BRICK BRADFORD
PR/A/CW, 49,0e,CK ANC' SA ref.EW
ARE, LSO /Al To P44.AcE„.,


































ON TV! HE'LL WANT
TO PARK' HERE ALL
EVENING!
Ay MP van!
I COW niCw, WILDA! THE
TRANS ON A CURVE —I CAW
SEE THE ENS/NE FROM NTAE!
"It is encouraging that the
number of unemployed in the
Chicago Standard Metropoli-
tan Statistical Area decreased
in August to 4 per cent from
135,000 persons in July to 118,-
000 in August," Hilliard said.
"Our figures on closed cases
reflect not only the improved
economic situation but also
the success of our programs to
train recipients for jobs dur-
ing the last four months."
The Welfare Rehabilitation
Service of the Public Aid De-
partment placed 1,325 persoir,
in private employment dun
the month—an increase of 30
placements over August.
1,--i/vG GeRLO x 7 SEE ' v"-..,AND WE OUT-
THIS tS ALA- A CON5F1RACy Numset2 'you!
AGAINST ME! I STILL.
RULE THIS PALACE.. GU 1ARDS 
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The Prep League's oldest
rivalry will be renewed tonight
(Friday) when second place
Manassas locks horns with
Booker T. Washintgon. A loss
by either team could very well
remove that squad from cham-
pionship contention. Manassas
is current in second pace with
glat 4-1 record.
NW The Warriors are a half game
back, tied with Douglass for
third place, each with 3-1
marks.
If this game were played
during the first week of the
season, Washington the defend-
ing champion, would be favor-
ed by 13 points.
After losing to Merry High
of Jackson, Tennessee in its
opening game and Melrose the
following week, Manassas has
put together a string of four
consecutive wins. Coach Johnny
Johnson has rigged up an ex-
plosive passing attack built
around quarterback Wesley
Mitchell. The Tigers' receivers,
ends Robert Moore and Hous-
ton Chaffin and flanked Ray-
mond Webb, are the most
feared in the league.
The most glaring Manassas
greakness is in the rushing de-artment. The Tigers have been
hurt most by their opponents'
running attacks.
The Warriors, who proved
last week that they can strike
over the airlanes with two
scoring aerials against Hamil-
ton, are at their best moving
the ball overland. Eddie
Richards and Oscar Reed are
the chief ball luggers for the
Warriors. Reed, who copped
the individual scoring title last
season, started at a fast clip
this year with five touchdowns
in the first two games.
Reed has been held score-
less in Washington's past two
games making it possible to
use him as a decoy. Substitute
Willie Slaughter showed Coach
Charles Lomax that he could
be counted on if his big guns
Guaranteed Clean Used Cars
1960 Bonnville Cony. $4695
Extra Clean, i
Price To Sell
1960 Chev. Belair... s 77.?




1961 Falcon Wagon .. S1 195
4 Dr., Clean &
Priced To Sell
1958 Impala (White).. S 995
A Nice Car,
Priced To Sell
1962 Choy. B•lairt • • 18954 Dr., A Family
Car & Clean
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termine everyone's place in the
community.
Governor Combs continued,
"The installation of Dr. Hill is
a reaffirmation of the oppor-
tunities inherent in our Amer-
ican way of life: a reaffirma-
tion which strengthens our
faith in the American system
of demoraey.
"Some forty years ago, a Ne-
gro boy worked at the job of
grave-digging in a Virginia
cemetery. Today that boy
stands at the summit of the
teaching profession, holding
the highest position any edu-
cator can achieve—president
of a college.
NOTHING BUT THE BEST
-There can be no room in
Kentucky —or in America —
for a college which operates on
the assumption that Negroes
cannot survive in the competi-
tion of an integrated educa-
tional system. This is one of
the reasons why the choice of
Dr. Hill gives many so much
hope and confidence for the
future of Kentucky State.
"His whole life, his whole
career, his whole philosophy of
education bear witness that
here is a man who will settle
for nothing less than the best."
are stopped. Slaughter scored
twice against Hamilton last
week in the third quarter.
Washington's passing is a
question mark because it has
been inconsistent, especially
since Ronald Ester has been
bothered by a shoulder injury.
When the two crosstown foes
have their annual clash, past
records are usually disregard-
ed. The Tigrs will come into
the game bent on avenging
last year's 25-0 white-washing
at the hands of the Warrisrs.
MELROSE CHALLENGED
Melrose was slated to get a
thorough test this wesk when
they met once beaten Douglass
Thursday. The tough Douglass
defense was pitted against a
strong Melrose ground game
that has bowled over four
league members without a
loss. The Golden Wildcats
tasted defeat for the first time
last week while visiting Merry
High.
A WINNER PROMISED
Thus far in the grid season,
it has been something of a
disappointment for Coach W.
0. Woodruff of Carver and
Coach W. P. Porter of Father
Bertrand. So when the two
tams met last Friday night
something had to give, and as
you would have it, the game
was so bitterly contested that
he losers were destined to
become heartbroken. Carver,
barely nosed out Bertrand,
4-13, It was the Thunderbolts'
fourth straight loss.
The thing that has caused
Bertrand co aches sleepless
nights is that the Catholics con-
ceivably had a good chance
o win each of the four con-
tests.
Carver went into the game
winless in its last three out-
ings. The win was a moral
builder for the Cobras who
beat a rugged eleven with Bob
Jones, their top quarterback,
out of action with a leg in-
jury. Carver had Melrose on
the ropes the week before but
gave out of gas in the fourth
quarter.
Coaches learn early that
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DEFENDER
If Tennessee State university's Big Blur juggernaut gets
rolling this season. Memphis-born pigskin totems will carry
a major part of the load. Doun 1-2 on the season, Coach
John A. Merritt is overhauling his offensive machine keyed
around Booker T. Washington-produced quarterback Bow-
ard Finley, left. A constant threat on the roll-out and an
sse,t'sit
PREPARING FOR CENTRAL STATE
accurate passer. Finley is built like a fullback 16-2 and 196
pounds) and can run like a halfback. Used sparingly. he
will begin to fill in for the senior signal caller now that
Coach Merritt has picked up a good pass receiver. ('harlie
liarris. senior tackle, center, was out a Year but won a
starting berth before the season opened. An All-Memphis
Paige 11
tackle at Manassas in both 1957-58, Barris Is the founda-
tion of Merritt's forward wall. Odell Swift, all set to make
catch, a third year end, is another Manassas product,
 and
began season on first eleven. Freshman Bill Tucker has
been giving him a strong battle for the spot. IClanton III
Photos,
TSU's Dean Hill Inaugurated As The President Of Kentucky State
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Dr. Carl
M. Hill, one of the six top
chemistry professors in the
United States and Canada, was
installed as the president of
Kentucky State College here
last Friday.
The impressive ceremonies
began with an inaugural pro-
cession which wound its way
from the college administra-
tion building to the Bell
Health and Physical Education
building, where a capacity
crowd of students, faculty, citi-
Tens and visiting dignitaries
witnessed the ceremony.
The honorable Bert T.
Combs, Governor of Kentucky,
delivered the inaugural ad-
dress.
DISTINGUISHED SCHOLAR
A wide cross-section vf col-
lege presidents and leading ed-
ucators participated. Delegates
from 187 colleges and univer-
sities were in attendance.
Governor Combs described
Dr. Hill as a scholar of distinc-
tion. He expressed the hope
that Kentucky State, under Dr.
Hill's administration, would
grow in service and help
strengthen a society in which
integrity and character, rather
than race or color, shall de-
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No other whiskey but Old Crow can put such fine taste into a drink. Its
versatility permits you to make an extraordinary variety of flavorful
drinks. Build 1r2Lir next drink around historic Old Crow, the finest
expression of art.
Wendell P. Butler, State
Superintendent of Public In-
struction, conducted the in-
vestiture of the president, Dr.
Hill.
In his response, Dr. Hill said,
"The people of the Common-
wealthscleserve assurances now
that the public trust which I
assume today will be discharg-
ed in their interest, for their
benefit and in accordance with
the statutory authority they
have granted. Education des
serves assurance that the her-
itage of American higher edu-
cation will be respected. To
our sister institutions of high-
er learning, I give assurance of
continued cooperation in our
united effort to afford quality
education for the citizens of
our State. And I give my as-
surance to the Kentucky State
college family of faculty, staff,
students, alumni and friends
the presidency of Kentucky
State, Dr. Hill was Dean of the
College, Tennessee A de I
State University.
oismommournmememmo•nemo
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
that all the imagination, ca-11 cA wAsH
pability, oedication and hard 
111
work within my power will be 
•
applied to the task of advanc- •
ing the college rapidly and
soundly." , 111
HAMPTON GRAD
Dr. Hill is an honor graduate
of Hampton Institute, Hamp-
ton, Va. He received his grad-
uate degrees at Cornell Uni-
versity. Prior to ascending to
Sat. or Son. $1.25
Sat. Open 11 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Sun. Open I A.M. te 2 P.M.
Monday
thru
3 SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH




Only KGDL gives you rich, mellow tobaccos... and extra coolness ... a
refreshing coolness you draw so smoothly through Kax's pure white ,
filter... from.the very first cigarette in the morning, to your 
last cigarette
at night. Feel extra coolness in your throat! SMOKE KGEX. FILTER KINGS!
J./




Lester's Miss Homecoming - Eleanor
Banks, was presented a bouquet and gifts
by Captain Claude Humphrey, left. Other
football players are Sidney Bowers, Wil-
liam Anderson and Co-Captain Bobby Ber-
ner. 1Photo by Ernest Withers),
BTW Blasts Hamilton In Prep
Game For Manassas,Arch-Rival
Tuning up for its important
, battle this week with Ma-
nassas,, Booker T. Washington
blasted hapless Hamilton. Les-
ter fought to the bitter end
before succumbing to Manas-
sas and Carver held off Father
Bertrand in the clutch to give
the Cobras their first league
win of the season to climax
another week of money's worth
grid action.
Perhaps the biggest news
came out of Jackson, Tennes-
see where hostile Merry High
handed the proud Melrose
Goden Wildcats their first set-
back of the season, 12-7 last
Friday night. Melrose, unde-
feated in league play, puts its




Still beset with anxiety over
whether quarterback Ronald
Ester will be able to go at full
strength, Washington again
used a bevy of signal callers
while sending four players
across the goal line with six
touchdowns. The Warriors
were pleased at how Ester
showed up under fire as he
hurled a 49-yard pass for a
second quarter score to Issac
Knox. Ester was lucky to get
the arerial off, with Hamilton
rushers just inches away.
Eddie Richards kicked the
point to give Washington a
13-0 halftime lead. Richards
scored the first touchdown
himself on an eight-yard slant
off tackle. The hard charging
halfback also went over with
the last score, racing 25-yards
in the fourth quarter.
The Warriors unveiled an-
other running back to team
with Richards and Oscar Reed.
In the third quarter, Willie
Slaughter accounted for both
of Washington's touchdowns.
After breaking through the
Hamilton defense in sizeable
gains on several occasions,
Slaughter plowed over from
the three yard line and later
went into paydirt from 21
yards away.
Charles Willis uncorked a
long pass to Melvin Porter for
a 60 yard touchdown that
opened the scoring in the
fourth quarter. Richards boot-
ed his second point.
The short punting of Wash-
ington and a mix-up on signals
by the Hamilton backfield led
to a scoreless first quarter.
MANASSAS EDGES
LESTER, 14-6
Manassas had to come from
behind to avoid an upset by
Lester.. The Lions didn't lose
their intentions after Leo Mil-
ler fumbled on the Tigers' 23
yard stripe early in the game.
Lester converted the miscue
into its only touchdown with
William Anderson sneaking
over from the one.
The Lester defense stopped
the running attack of Manas-
sas, and against the vaunted
passing of the Tigers. the
Lions' secondary seemed con-
tent with giving up the short
yardage. This strategy worked
until Wesley Mitchell aimed
for his ace receiver, .Houston
Chaffin who was covered by
two Lester defenders near the
goal. Chaffin reached in the
huddle and caught the pigskin
to complete the 31 yard touch-
down play. Mitchell hit Ray-
mond Webb on a down and
out pattern for the conversion
which put Manassas ahead to
stay, 7-6.
Lester had several drives to
sputter after crossing midfield.
One of these marches term-
inated aft2r about 60 yards.
However, the trip up field
started from the half yard
line, after a Mitchell punt
went out-of-bounds just in-
side the end zone flag.
Manassas scored its last'
touchdown in the final minute
of play. Mitchell went seven
yards on a keeper play. He also
ran for the extra point.
CARVER SHAVES
BERTRAND, 14-13
Things came in pairs for
Carver last week as the Co-
bras racked up their first
league win of the season. Re-
serve quarterback Lom a s
Payne fired two touchdown
passes, and Brady Epps caught
the deuce of throws and John
Wiley kicked a pair of extra
points to give Carver the hard
earned one point victory.
I With regular quarterback
Bob Jones hospitalized with a
leg injury. Payne engineered
Ithe longest drive of the sea-
son for Carver's first score.
The Cobras went as close to
100 yards on a march as pos-
sible. Bertrand had just been
stopped inches shy of the goal.
A 60 yard pass to Willie Snipes
set up a short four yard scor-
ing pass to Epps.
T h e winning touchdown
came late in the third period
with Bertrand holding the
lead. 13-7. Epps grabbed a
Payne throw, heaved from the
26 yard line, that was good for
the TD. Wiley again split the
upright but a Carver linesman
hadn't set himself. After the
five yard penalty, Wiley's kick
hit the mark.
anytime showin.,s, Manassas Bertrand flubbed a golden
Sugar Ray Robinson
Wins Bout In Paris
PARIS - (UPI) - Sugar
Ray Robinson, former welter-
weight andmiddleweight,
champion, bounced back from
a June defeat and outpointed
Armand Vanucci of Corsica at
the Palais Des Sports, Monday
night.
Sugar Ray of New York. 43
or 44 years old, entered the
10-rounder for his first fight
chance to win it late in the
game. Carver took the ball
with less than a minute to
play. Forced the kick or elect-
ed to, with 10 seconds remain-
ing, Bertrand just missed
blocking a short kick. Time
ran out before the Catholics
could run another play.
Both of Bertrand's touch-
downs came in the sec-
ond quarter on passes. End
Redell Smith went 55 yards
to score and halfback Jimmy
Jackson grabbed a 29 yard
scoring toss. Johnny Arnold
added the point.
LEAGUE STANDING
TEAM W L T PCT
Melrose 4 0 0 1.000
Manassas 4 1 0 .800
Douglass 3 1 0 .750
Washington 3 1 0 .750
Carver 1 3 0 .250
Bertrand 1 4 0 .200
Lester 0 2 '1 .000




Webb, R. Manassas 5 2 32
Jones. P. Douglass 5 1 31
Reed, 0. BTW 5 0 30
Chaffin.H. Manassas 4 2 26
Ward, J. Melrose 4 1 25
xRichards, E. BTW 3 3 24
Williams, M. M'Irose 4 0 24
Epps. B. Carver 3 0 18
MitchelL W. Mesas 2 2 14 ,
(X) Denotes one fieldgoal.
since June 24. when he suffer-
ed such a battering from Joey
Giardello at Philadelphia that
he considered retirement.
Robinson weigned 159's
pounds against the wild-swing-
ing Vanucci's 159 1-4.
For the once-great Robinson.
it was victory number 155
among his 172 fights in a 23
year career.
Clemson Must Mix, Top Court Repeats
WASHINGTON - (UPI) -
The Supreme Court Monday
let stand a ruling that other
Negroes are entitled to attend
South Carolina's Clemson Col-
lege on the strength of a
1963 court order admitting
Harvey B. Gantt of Charles-
ton
The ruling was handed
down by the 4th U. S. circuit
court of appeals on Jan. 16.
It said Gantt represented all







929 So. Third St.
3635 Lamar Ave.
4750 Millington Road
situation so far as the law is
concerned.
Gantt sued under a federal
procedural rule which pro-
vides that, when it is im-
practicable to bring into court
all persons complaining about
a single matter, one or more
individuals m a y represent
them.
Gantt was the first Negro
to attend any white state.
supported college or public
school in South Carolina.
DEFENDER SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1962
Lester Lions Claw Wander High
27-6 Before Homecoming Crowd
friends of the school joined in
Lester High school climaxed
a gala two-day homecoming
celebration with a 27-6 grid-
iron victory over Wonder High
School of West Memphis, Ark.
at Melrose stadium, Oct. 5.
The homecoming celebration
began on Friday evening with
coronation ceremonies for the
school's queen Miss Claudette
Tucker, a senior. Crowning
"Miss Lester" was a former
queen, Miss Eunice Trotter, a
recent graduate of Tennessee
State University and now on
the faculty at Hyde Park
school. Highlight of the event
was the presenting of gifts to
"Miss Lester" by the faculty
and organizations of Lester
and Carpenter schools. Atten-
dants were two seniors, Mary
Hill and Eunice Logan.
"Miss Lester" was the focal
point of the pre-game Home-
coming Parade throughout the
Binghampton Community. Ac-
companying were: The school
band directed by W. G. Cowser.
and the high-stepping major-
ettes led by Mary Hill.
The Lester Lions under the
head of Coach Herman L.
O'Neil had no difficulty in
tromping the Wonder High
team, although the start-off
was slow. Touchdowns were
scored by William Anderson,
Azell Smith, and Sylvester
Hayslett who scored twice.
The half time activity
brought to the field winsome
Miss Eleanor Banks, a senior,
who had been chosen by the
team as its football queen. She
was escorted by Captain
Claude Humphrey who placed
the crown on her head. Her
attendants were Carol Morris.
a junior; and Ernestine An-
thony, a senior. "Miss Lester"
also joined the football queen
and her court for halftime
ceremonies.
Many parents, alumni, and
South Is Lowering Bars Faster
BOSTON, Mass., - (UPI) -
An integration leader said
barriers against Negroes are
being lowered faster in the
South than in the North des-
pite the "violence and bru-
tality of Southern resistance."
Ja me s Farmer, National
Director of the Congress of
Racial Equality, said in a Ford
Hall Forum that the problems
of unemployment, housing and
de facto school segregation
are moving towards solution
with extreme slowness in the
North. In some cases, Farmer
said, the problems "actually
are becoming worse."
"It would be an irony of
history if de jure segregation
is ended in the South and de
facto segregation is avoided;
for then the South might,
indeed forge ahead of the
North.
"Perhaps, then, Southerners
would be required to send
freedom riders to Northern
cities, to help translate the
principle of freedom into
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems -
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan














ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
-It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"
practice."
He said the second phase
of the American Revolution
was now in progress. In the
18th century this nation wrest-
ed independence from the
British and ettablished free-
dom as a principle in the
land, he said.
"The Negroes were not
included in that compact of
liberty. One hundred years
LONDON-(UPI)-The Brit-
ish Broadcasting Corp. (BBC)
said it received telephone calls
from 600 protesting viewers
after it cancelled its telecast
of a horse race Saturday after-
noon to broadcast Deputy
i Prime Minister R. A. Butler's
speech from the Conservative
Party Conference in Black-
pool.
298 NEWDODGES
IN STOCK to choose from
,00
MILES or 5-YEAR WARkANTY
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE
DON'T NUTTIN1 BEAT
CHUCK HUTTON
'63 DODGE DART2-Dr. Sedaa
$
WITH rush Button Hester, 
Electrie as Threetimml
44 Signal.. Tim.iona ire Ride. Alternator, Anti-revel*,
CHUCK HUTTON Co.
".13 YEARS WITH DOD(;F:"
1170 Union • Open Evenings • JR 5-8143
the homecoming celebration
and participated in all the ac-
tivities which included a royal
reception, and a coronation
ball. (See photo on page 9)
To Hold Open
House, Oct 27th
Goodwill Homes for Chil-
dren has planned to hold its
annual Open House Sunday,
Oct. 27 from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
The public is invited. A spe-
cial invitation is being ex-
tended to individuals, organi-
zations and firms who have
contributed to the establish-
ment and support of the
home, separately or through
Shelby United Neighbors.
Open House is being held to
afford donors and interested
citizens an opportunity to ob-
serve services made available
to homeless and dependent
children of the community
through contributions.
A program will be given at
3 p.m. Refreshments will be
served.
Goodwill Homes is
at 4590 Goodwill Rd., east of
Horn Lake Rd. and Shelby
Drive intersection.
OWEN ALUMNI
The Owen College Alumni
association will hold a regular
meeting on Friday, Oct. 18,
at 7:30 p. m. in room 23 of
the College's Administration
Building.
All members and prospec-
tive members are asked to be
present and on time, the
agenda calls for the election
of officers.
OBSERVE OFFICERS DAY 14
Officers' Day was observed
last Sunday at the Cumming
Street Baptist church. Rev. Eu-
gene Waller is the pastor.
RETIRES FROM AIR FORCE •
Retires from Air Force - Master Sgt. Euzene B. McNeal,
left, has retired from the United States Air Force follow-
ing 21 years of military service, and here he is seen re-
ceiving his discharge papers from his squadron com-
mander. The son of Mrs. Sarah M. McNeal of 544-C Mis-
sissippi blvd., Sgt. McNeal and his wife, the former Clean-
thers Coffey of Shreveport, La., will live in San Antonio,
Tex. The sergeant served in Calcutta and Karat hi, India,
during World War II, and later in Korea. lie was sta-
tioned at Laughlin AFB, Tex., when he retired.
I°"ted World Series Stars
L a TV Golf Playoff
The Baseball-Celebrity Golf 1Koufax, Lee Wall s, A 1 v in
Tournament at Indian Wells
Country Club, Palm Springs,
Calif., with top show business
stars and leading major league
baseball players competing for
individual prizes, will be pre-
sented on "S unday Sports
Spectacular" Sun., Oct. 20.
The finishing holes of the
tournament will be covered on
the broadcast.
Baseball players competing
are Albie Pearson. 1962 win-
ner among the players, Sandy
Dark, Whitey Ford, Ralph Telt
ry, Bill "Moose" Sk owro ,
Tommy Davis, Jim Gilliam,
Jim Davenport, Wally Moon,
Don Drysdale and others.
Celebrity players include
Bob Wilkie, 1962 winner in the
celebrity division, Desi Arnaz,
Phil H a r ri s, George Gobel,
Danny Thomas, Phil and Lind-
say Crosby, Vincent Edwards,
Bobby Troupe, Charles Farrell
and others.
Classified Ads . . .
Apts. For Rent For Sale Misc.
FURNISHED ROW( WI I II HALF.
nerh.weter a IMMO furnished Phone
Bit 5-1124.
UN!. uftruisHED ROOMS
2 lge. unfurn. rms. for rent
WH 2-3937. call after 5 p.m.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
2 Igo. unfurnished rooms for rent.
WH 2-3937, cali after 5 p.m.
PRINTING SHOP FOR RENT
Fully Equipped. Cylinder Prim: Two
2 Job Presses. Call FA 7-5143 for
A good deal.
ONE BOOK CASE. BED, COMPLETE
rnattress and spring one dresser,
2 chest of drawers, one washing ma-
chine. One dinette set, one sewing
machine. CALL BR 6 2370. 2152
Piedmont St.
S ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Highway 64 or. Allendale can be
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
Gibbs, Jr.
MOTORCYCLE
Private party would like to purchase
a Ducati Motorcycle. Call 275.3972.
Autos For Sale
Spinet Piano for eale. Well sell in thin
vicinity. A beautiful Spinet Plano. Full
88 note. walnut finish. Unpaid bal.
mice, $23.00 per month. Mud have
good reference. If Interested write to
Tri-State Defender Credit Manager,
Post Office Box 311, Memphis, Tenn.
1954 Cho,., 210 powerekle. extra
clean. $395.00 each, after 5:30 p.m.,
Please call GL 2-3273.
CADILLAC8 55 hard top converti-
ble.. power. Mr conditioned. Call JA 7-
8511. 6495 cash or terms.
1954 Chevrolet 210 powerglide, extra
clean $350 each or terms. Call after
530 p.m, GI 2-3273
52 Dodge. four new tirea radio, good
bargain. Call 527-4761 or 526-5835
1956 Plymouth Station- ;`..ustom
built radio, and heater. VS motor,
aUtntrintiC tranambielon. See at 2026
Waverly. Call after 6 p.m. BR 6-4327
Furn. For Sale
PRIV A I V PA It 11 Mot iii LIKK TO
inirehaw. s Atone hat In fair rendi-
tion. (ell JAelnion 6 8 ittl.
LAUNDRY MAT
For Sale. Vicinity of Parkway and
McMillan. Profitable butrinees. 3 double
load washers new. For further infor-
mation call 948-9620.
For Sale Misc.
Sewing Machines. Special Singers for
as low as $19.95. Lots of other
makes and models to OMNI from.
Call 272-1361 - 2747-8063
PACK A RI) SHIRTS - TAILOR MADE
No Mae too large or too email
also
Mason, Orthoreut. and Chas. Chester
Shoe Representative.
Call WH 2-4513 Bruce N. Boyd, Sr.
Vacuum Cleaners. Special priced from
$17.50 up New and used. can
272-1361. - 274.8963 for free home
demonstration
DISTRIBUTORSHIP - French-type
Imported Eavence Coemetics. Capable
!adieu, gentlemen. Sales Training pro-
gram $7.95 on LP record for appoint-
ing agents, etc. Your minimum Inven-
tory investment saleable 9-bottle per-
fume set $3.00. Encloae brief resume,
recent photo for distributorship con-
eideration. Marvin Chandler. 8-H Gum-
per, East St. Louis. Illinois.
IEPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE162.164-166 BEALE ST.MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale




You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
- • -
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!







wanted to sell retail advertis
ing in the Memphis mat Let.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent ci attract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI STATE nEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.
0001) MAN NEEDS WORK AS PUB
tar or restaurant Worker.
WH 6-0687 Special Services
MAN WITHWNTRICI:Ht STATION 
WA 
piono toned
5111ST RE GNID ifiErTER
To deriver lad Cen PSI'.,',weekly Olr'i nk:"elysonetTwIOu.n0Cel)d. all hh7te 2Y-7°6"4r4 
for acvice.
Salary plus commlasion
New 'Ini-State Publishing Company
236 South Wellington Street
Houses For Sa!e
Seattle, Washington
Elegant English Brick Some. Ton
zoned. prestige dietriet. Four bed-
rooms. Full tiled bromment. Panora rn
view. Two fireplace., double plum
.ng. Large, beautifully landscaped kill
Lovely condition. Unusual view-recres -
Hon room, walled in glass, with pri-
vate entrance. Ideal for entertaining
or subtile buirinem use. Could aCCutri-
moderate small group or two families -




1154 19th Ave. East. Phone
6 ROOM HOUSE
6 room 2 bath house, or duplex. SATO
as new. G 1 aPnralsed. 2530 Calbert.
Telephone 324-0485
NICE HOME FOR nr.sur
3 LARGE ROOMS . HA1,F BATH.
retired or settled couple. Near pups-
lee bus line. Move FURNISHED.
BR 2-3237
BARBERS WANTED
1745 Castalia, WH 8-9262.
Ask for Mr. Goffman.
MEN LEARN A TRADE
Shoe Repair courses illustrated step
by step. _Self study lessons. Study in
Your spare time in your home. Own
Your own businem or work for others.
Complete course $20.00. Post paid.
Write to: Marvin Chandler, Apt. 841,
(Wolper. Homes. East St. Louis, III.
MTN NI-1ATI 'A 'sr ctaaltivav
d
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BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL, ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEAL STREET JA 6-5300
'MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis.
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouraged"?
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would road an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MAI/AM BELL at once.
Located on highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. liar home
Is 2 blocks below where she used to slay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch 3ellow bus milked Whitehaven Slate Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
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